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UPS students rally
with world for peace

Ton wars/ ASUPS Photo Services

NO IRAQ WAR — UPS students join peaceful demonstrators in marches in Tacoma,

Seattle and other cities in the United States and world to protest a war with Iraq. Official
numbers of the protests varied, ranging as high as five million protesters worldwide.
By Lipika Choudhury

News Writer
Drummers for Peace led Tacoma's Peace Rally held at McKinley Park on Feb. 15.
Tacoma's anti-war protest was part of an international day of action called "The World
Says No to War" which combined 20 acts of song, dance and speeches in an attempt
to vocalize the fear behind war and desire for peace. There was a huge response and
participation all over the country that brought together millions for a united cause.
Over the past weekend, nearly 600 cities around the world staged protests against
the unilateral policies of the Bush administration in declaring war against Iraq and
Saddam Hussein. The global campaign was organized by an umbrella group headed
by United for Peace and Justice. From Athens and Amsterdam to Seoul and Tokyo, all
across the globe people came together to express their support for a non-violent resolution of the disagreement.
Tacoma was no different. McKinley Park was completely packed with excited citizens looking for a peaceful solution. There were tables with informative fliers and volunteers rallying to voice their opposition and urging everyone to participate in local
events including weekly vigils held at the Federal Building and events sponsored by
United for Peace of Pierce County.
The most striking fact was the diversity of the protesters. It was not just the middle-aged, veteran Vietnam era protesters; elementary school children, high school and
college students, 20-something working adults, 30-something parents minding small
children to retired octogenarians were all part of the crowd. Civic organizations, labor
unions, student coalitions and religious organizations chorused in harmony to send a
unified message to the White House.
Citizens, students and children held up handmade posters and fliers, and cheered
in appreciation for the peace the speakers were advocating. Kira Doley, a UPS sophomore, was at the rally with her friends proudly holding a sign that included a quote
from Jimi Hendrix: "When the power of love overcomes the love of power we will
know peace." Doley was surrounded by others holding up signs that read everything
from "Give peace a chance" to "Support our troops bring them home."
Drummers for Peace then led the walk from McKinley Park to the Federal
Courthouse on Pacific Avenue.
Freshman Casey Betcher was shocked at the huge turnout. "It was just an amazing
feeling to look back and see what seemed like an endless line of people enthusiastically holding up signs and singing for peace," he said. "Everyone was so friendly and
loyal to the cause; I felt like we were making such a strong statement on the national
level."

Ex-Panther leader recounts
history, challenges future
By Colleen Woodrow
News Writer
On Feb. 18, Kilworth
Chapel and an audience
of close to 175 students,
faculty and community
members hosted the former Black Panther leader,
Elaine Brown. The only
female leader of the Black
Panther civil rights group
spoke about new age
racism as it applies to
society today.
The lecture, sponsored
by the ASUPS Lectures,
the Diversity Theme Year
and the Black Student
Union, celebrated Black
History Month.
Sophomore eboni treco,
President of the Black
Student Union said that
all three organizations
involved in sponsoring
the event were thrilled to
have Elaine Brown for
this lecture.
"Some BSU women
who were taking the
African American
women's history course
were introduced to Elaine
Brown through reading
her biography and suggested her as a speaker to
the BSU members. By
chance, she was available, and the rest is history," treco said.
Brown posed questions to the audience
about where society
stands and where society
would like to be going in
relation to civil rights.
Her early remarks in the
speech dealt with the idea
of the race problem and
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the fact that some in society believe that the problem lies in crime. She suggested that the image of
crime has become an
image exclusive to black
citizens of America.
Using an analogy to
illustrate this idea, Brown
continued, "In the story of
Little B, a 14-year-old in
Atlanta, as soon as people
heard about the accusation of Little B shooting
what was termed a good,
Christian black father,
they dubbed this boy a
thug. But in comparison,
in the Littleton, Colo. case
of Dylan Klebold and
Eric... these boys were
designated as nice boys
and people questioned
what went wrong, why
they had a bad day. Little

imommisromma

B has yet to be proven
guilty, and the boys in
Littleton dearly identified
that they committed the
crime... so why the discrepancy in labels from
society?"
Brown's speech, based
around images that society has, went on to suggest
that the public has developed the notion that we
do not have a commitment to mend current
social problems. She went
on to propose that "many
today barely remember
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
let alone the message that
his famed 'I Have a
Dream' speech was, what
the actual dream of Dr.
King was."

See PANTHERS, page 2
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PANTHER POWER — Former Black Panther leader

Elaine Brown illustrates the problems between crime,
image and black citizens as well as other race issues.

451 1 educates Tacoma

By Katie Rose

Assistant News Editor
In an effort to increase awareness of
the consequences of an uneducated public, Tacoma Reads Together is organizing
a month-long series of events focused on
Ray Bradbury's 1953 book, "Fahrenheit
451."
The program came to campus Feb. 15
as an opportunity for area residents and
students to take part in a book discussion
with Tacoma Mayor Bill Baarsma.
"Regionally, with the threat of war
and the impact of reality TV, more people
watch the Super Bowl than pick up a
book in a year," Baarsma said. "The
themes captured in '451' carried to an
extreme."
"451" tells the futuristic story of Guy

Montag, a fireman who, instead of putting out fires, starts them with the intent
to bum books. Montag begins to question
this objective and revolts from the accepted societal norm revolving around interactive reality television, war and an
unquestioning acceptance of the status
quo.
Baarsma, a former Puget Sound business professor, selected the book from a
list narrowed down by the Tacoma Reads
Together planning committee. Other contending books were not disclosed
because they may be used in future
Tacoma Reads Together programs.
"It was one of the big three that I read
in high school," Baarsma told the group
of 13 gathered in the Trimble Hall forum.

See "451," page 2
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Panthers
Provocatively, Brown went on
to suggest that society has grown
weary of hearing about black history, and wondered "why we
(African Americans) just can't get
over it."
In response, Brown said, "To
get over the history of blacks in
America, we first have to
acknowledge that it occurred. We
have to acknowledge what happened. For without acknowledgement, we become a complacent
society."
From this, Brown briefly
touched on major milestones in
black history such as the Plessy v.
Fergeson Supreme Court case
that established the "separate but
equal" policy and the Brown v.
the Board of Education's decision
which racially integrated schools.
She noted that for a century,
between 1865 and 1965, black
Americans "were fighting for
basic rights, basic necessities to
live."
Brown described the sentiments of young black Americans
during the 1970s as wanting more
than civil rights, mostly wanting
power and wanting the power to
be black.
From these attitudes, the Black
Panther movement began.
Striving for what Brown said to
be "real power, not something
abstract, like freedom of the
press," the Black Panthers felt
that change could only occur
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Continued from page 1
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through fundamental, revolutionary change. As the movement grew in momentum, the
mission of the civil rights group
evolved to apply to not just black
Americans, but oppressed
Americans.
Commenting on this goal
expansion, Brown said, "How
can we talk about freedom of
black people with oppression of
Native Americans, the natives to
our country, oppression of Puerto
Ricans, women (and) poor white
Americans? It is these groups
that drove the Black Panthers to
make alliances and create other
organizations like the Brown
Berets, Young Lords and Young
Patriots, supporting freedom for
all oppressed groups."
Brown said that the agenda of
the Black Panthers responded to
questions of what can we do
about oppression and where do
we want society to go in terms of
bringing freedoms to all citizens
and that it still applies today.
Brown emphasized, "America
must be reborn. We must have a
new America for revolutionary
change to occur."
When an audience member
asked if rebuilding America was
realistic, Brown responded that it
is possible, but is crucial to have
society make conscious decisions,
as a collective body to make
change occur.
In response to the speech,
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rimes
The following is a selection of incidents reported to Security
Service since classes resumed on Jan. 21, 2003:

"America must be reborn. We must have
a new America for
revolutionary change
to occur."

Jan. 22 at 8:25 a.m.
A resident of a campus house on North Alder Street reported
a male wearing camouflage entered the house through an
unlocked back door the night prior. The man, whom she didn't
recognize, claimed he was looking for a party. He left the house
after she told him there was no party.

—Elaine Brown
Former leader of the
Black Panthers

Jan. 22 at 6:45 a.m.
A student reported his vehicle was broken into while it was
parked near Union Avenue housing. He stated 35 CD's were
taken from the vehicle. There were no signs of forced entry to the
vehicle.

freshman Sean Dwadd commented, "The most interesting thing
she mentioned was that because
the scope of oppression has
changed, the face of civil rights
took on a new face of all the
oppressed. I think she's right:
change can occur, but it will take
a lot of time."
Adding to Dwadd's comments, Bekka Rosenbaum, a
freshman, said, "Her points were
interesting, but I found it difficult
to find a single central point
because she talked about so many
aspects of racism."
"She's very real. She doesn't
sugar-coat anything. She's just an
amazing woman... I feel lucky to
have heard her speak and to have
met her," treco said.

Jan. 27 at 10:15 a.m.
A student reported her wallet and cellular telephone were
stolen from her purse which she left unattended in a basement
classroom of the Music Building.
Jan. 29 at 12:10 p.m.
.

Jan. 29 at 6:45 p.m.
A University staff member in athletics reported two lockers in
the Men's locker room broken into. Expensive basketball shoes
belonging to two students were reported stolen form each locker.
Jan. 30 at 11:08 a.m.
A student reported her North Face Goretex jacket was taken
from the first floor of the Library where she had left it unattended for about five minutes.

Colleen Woodrow is a freshman
majoring in IPE.

of Tacoma Public Libraries, said. "It's about the
dumbing down of society. Bradbury said, there's no
need for firemen, we've done it ourselves already."
The effects of reality television on today's society was one of the major topics the group focused on
in their discussion.
"I think that we the people created this society,"
one audience member said. "We invite this type of
society instead of it being imposed upon us."
"451" events will come to campus again Feb. 27
in Kilworth Chapel with a panel and open forum on
the USA PATRIOT Act, free speech and censorship.

A student reported her North Face raincoat was stolen from

the second floor of the Library. She stated she left the coat unattended for five to 10 minutes while doing research. When she
returned the coat was gone.

Feb. 8 at 7:48 a.m.
Security staff discovered a significant amount of graffiti on
the outfield fence and on the south exterior wall of the tennis
annex. The graffiti was wri.)44 if4,. . 4 .410444-S44:14741f4;.MAtteriAl,

Continued from page 1

"That book was just a natural. Why not?" The other
two books were "1984" by George Orwell and
Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World."
To kick off the discussion, Baarsma reported to
the group that there had been discussions locally of
the possibility of scaling back libraries due to the
immense cost it takes to run the institutions.
"Maybe libraries and books no longer have a role
— that was a conversation," Baarsma said. "Wow,
what a nice segue to '451.'"
From there, the discussion ranged from censorship, the possibility and problems of an uneducated
society and reality television.
"Everyone assumes that Bradbury's thrust of the
book is censorship," Susan Odencrantz, the director

,

Feb. 12 at 8:15 pm
A student reported her vehicle, a blue Toyota Canny, was

stolen from the University parking lot near North 18th and
Lawrence Streets. She stated she parked the vehicle in the lot at
7:45 a.m. and discovered it missing at 8 p.m.
**Please contact Security Services if you have any information
about any of the incidents described above. Also, please report
suspicious activity to Security Services. From on campus, the
extension is 3311. From off-campus, please dial (253)879-3311.

Katie Rose is a sophomore majoring in politics and
government.
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Tiir eine Welt Ohne Kriegel Fight Capitalism!'
By Tyler Roush

Trail Foreign Correspondent
VIENNA — The column marches 20
abreast, making a right turn off of Ring
Strage and into Helden Platz. From the
distant Museums Quarter, Maria Theresa,
resting on her bonze throne and flanked by
her bronze generals and advisors, observes
the procession.
A musical din — screeching whistles,
hammering drums, rhythmic chants, the
hoarse croaking of the leaders on their
megaphones — precedes the column.
Their regimental colors are a hodge-podge
of flags and banners. Ranks march under
the flags of the Soviet Union and of Iraq;
under rippling banners with declarations
of "Kein Krieg!" and "Revolution!"; under
bad puns scrawled on squares of cardboard; under the emblazoned image of
Cuban rebel Che Guevara; under a thousand picket signs, their messages printed
in block letters in a mix of German and
English; "FUR EINE WELT OHNE
KRIEGE! FIGHT CAPITALISM!"
As the column continues to spill into

Tyler Roush/The Trail

VIVA LA REVOLUTION! — Viennese

protesters rally behind historical monument
of General Heiden Platz, crying out for peace.

Heiden Platz, a heroic general of the
Hapsburg era rears back on his bronze
steed, as he has done for the past 130 years,
and thrusts his baton forward. Prince
Eugene, who brought defeat to the Turks
and preserved the Hapsburg Monarchy,
marshals the column to war; the protesters
cry "Peace!"
They are marching in protest of a war
that few worldwide find popular, and that
fewer still truly understand. To one camp,
it is the courageous struggle between the
forces of good and one tentacle of the villainous Axis of Evil. It is the valiant crusade to liberate Iraq and, in a broader
sense, the world, from the grip of terror —
from the grip of a ruthless dictator that has
been in power two decades too long.
To another, expanding camp, the reasons for war, as outlined by President
George Bush, are merely diversionary
excuses fed to a gullible American public
forever in love with the notion of the cause.
In fact, Bush's war is only as noble as any
other recipe for economic stimulus; it is
roughly equivalent to a shot in the arm for
a flagging American economy.
It is a drama that is played out on a
variety of stages, from the steps of the
U.S. Capitol Building to the ancient
mosques of Baghdad; from the floor of
the British Parliament to the streets of
Vienna. It is populated by a cast of characters drawn straight out of a political
cartoon.
The United States flexes red, white
and blue biceps while its skin clings
tightly to its ribs and its waist. The
United Kingdom sits at the feet of emaciated America and yaps incorrigibly.
France and Italy rest with their ears to
the ground, waiting for the first sign of
rumbling to respond. Germany's arms
are folded obstinately, its back turned. In
one corner, two cats, labeled "Israel" and
"Palestine," claw and howl viciously,
their tails tied in one furry knot.
North Korea rubs two plutonium rods
together, hoping to start a fire. The face
of Osama bin Laden fades in and out, at
times leaving only his Cheshire grin.
A cadre of weapons-inspectors stumbles through the desert like the hapless
Keystone Cops, chasing a rocket that

runs on a pair of cartoon legs;
Hans Blix dons Groucho glasses.
Beside him, an oil tycoon sits atop
a bag of money, twirls a handlebar
mustache, and waits.
At the center of the comedy is
one grim and determined face, vilified by most everyone around
him. Most of the actors agree that
Saddam Hussein is a cruel and
ruthless dictator about whom
something must be done. But the
conflict lies in finding the means to
reach those ends — through war or
through diplomacy. Even the most
zealous of protesters struggle to
justify Saddam's existence in Iraq;
still they march onward.
The lead rank reaches the center
of Heiden Platz, and individual
chants finally begin to emerge, discernible over the orgy of sound.
"U-S-A!" they shout, as though
watching a World Cup soccer
match, then follow with an equally
enthusiastic "Ter-Ro-Rist!" A few
Tyler Roush/The Trail
of the protesters take a moment to
THERE'S TROUBLE STIRRING ABROAD —
sneer at an American student
Protesters march in Vienna with millions of others
standing on the sideline, camera in
worldwide to stop an United States war with Iraq.
his hand. Others look curiously;
most ignore him.
a snare drum. Three girls wave a sign—
He snaps a picture.
"Bombing for peace is like f***ing for virA knot twists at the walls of his stomach
ginity" — and giggle at the attention they
as another rank of protesters chimes in
receive. The last of the megaphoned leadwith "Down with the U.S.A.!" It is his
ers wails marching orders in German.
home that they disparage, and though he
The column dissolves into the tunnels
is disenchanted by her politics, he is reverthrough Hapsburg Palace and into
ent of her history.
Michaeler Platz, marching in the direction
Over a dozen of his ancestors served in
of the city center. Four Polizei vans follow
the Revolutionary War, fighting to estabthe procession. Last are a battery of street
lish the Union. An uncle died preserving
sweepers, blowing Helden Platz clear of
and redefining it, felled by a minie ball at
cigarette butts and propaganda leaflets.
Vicksburg. His great-grandfather was a
The thunder of the column fades into the
Marine and fought with General John
angry whir of their engines.
Pershing in the Great War. He returned
A moment later, a small, slight Austrian
home and promptly burned his uniform.
woman enters the square, led by a hound.
His wife saved the buttons; they gather
The dog tugs at his harness and snarls
dust on an aunt's shelf.
angrily into the muzzle that binds his jaws.
His father avoided his war, serving as a
The woman pulls back on the leash, lifting
student while thousands died in Vietnam.
the hound's front legs off of the ground. In
The son awaits his own.
the distance, the drumbeat intensifies.
As the young man pauses to watch, the
Tyler Roush is currently studying abroad in
final ranks of protesters march past. A
Vienna.
teenager in combat fatigues rattles away at

Role of demonstrations changes, stresses unity
By Buck DeFore

Trail Alumnus
NEW YORK — Many of us still remember the date of
Nov. 30, 1999, a day that inspired a new generation to
show their views through public protest. It succeeded in
gaining the world's attention about important economic
problems.
However, the scattered instances of vandalism and
police in riot gear stepping over "Free Mumia" signs were
strong images. Too strong, for they overpowered the
important message of that day in Seattle. However, as Feb.
15 has shown, both protesters and city enforcers have had
just over three years to learn to coexist with each other.
As a result, Feb. 15 will be remembered much differently. The massive protest against the use of war force in
Iraq remains significant for reasons different than 1999.
For one, the protests were synchronized in highly
organized marches spanning over 600 cities across the
globe, as far away as Finland, Chile and New Zealand. The
largest was 2.5 million people in Rome. New York City
was the largest in the United States, with estimates ranging from 100,000 to 750,000. Most sources settle somewhere in between. Yet the tally is relatively inconsequential. What remains even more telling is the coordinated
global nature of the protests.
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These were a highly focused demonstrations. Unlike
the complexity of protests of three years ago, everyone out
on the streets Feb. 15 was there because they were against
a war in Iraq. The message was succinct. The newspapers
and television anchors could not mistake their cause.
Finally, the respect between demonstrators and police
officers was more than civil. Most situations where the
police interfered were for safety reasons, such as after
demonstrators had climbed onto unsafe perches. Indeed,
after an officer had to climb up to send protesters down
from a plywood newsstand, he took one of the protesters'
signs and firmly perched it atop a One Way sign so it could
read "No to Iraq War, Yes to Health Care" from high
above. The crowd below erupted into applause.
The New York Police Department's use of cavalry
charges to thin the crowd seemed a tad juvenile, but to a
vast extent, the relationship between demonstrators and
law enforcement was one of due alliance, a significant
improvement from past years.
Despite my pessimism before attending the New York
City protest, I have returned convinced that these new reasons mean that the protests will not be easily forgotten.
Television newscasters are reconsidering their rhetoric, the
United Nations now has more courage to consider a
peaceful solution, and altogether the warhawks have been
stunned into silence. This does not mean the debate is
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Buck DeFore

CHARGE! — NYPD officers lead cavalry charges into a

crowd of protesters in an effort to thin out their numbers.
over; nor should we side with one extreme or the other.
The protests have accomplished exactly what they should
— they have us talking, and, more importantly, listening.

Buck DeFore is a UPS and Trail alumnus living in New
York.
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ASUPS presidential candidates speak
By Megan Buscho

News Writer

Curt Sanders

Darrel Frost

410

What experience do you have
that makes you a good candidate?

What experience do you have
that makes you a good candidate?

I have experience on all sides of the campus,
both working with students and with the faculty.
I was president of RHA, very involved in RSA,
and I've worked as a peer minister on campus,
(and) I did leadership for the Film and Theatre
Society I put together Conspiracy of Hope and
had to coordinate a lot of different clubs and a lot
of different students. On the administrative side,
working with the faculty, I've served on the Student Life Committee and the Orientation
Review Committee. I served on the Budget Task Force and was appointed by the president to that. I have good leadership skills. Working on Conspiracy of Hope gave me a
chance not only to be a leader, but also to work with other leaders.

I've been a senator for the past year. With that
I have worked with Ben and Chris on several different issues. Praxis Imago (PI) is something Ben
came in with and I sort of took on the role of helping to set up some of the layers of PI, working
with capital expenditures. So I've had some experience working on Media Board, so I worked with
The Trail, Tamanawas, PI, KUPS and Photo
Services. I have some experience of how that aspect of the internal part of ASUPS works.
I'm on Faculty Senate; I was there when the issue of 100-level course registration was
brought up. I was one of the people who stopped it where it was and made the committee reevaluate it so that it would work on a student-by-student basis. I've had the ability to work with Student Development, Terry Cooney and President Pierce. I've had the
opportunity to work with Student Development on an East Coast trip. I visited
Middleberry, Bates, Bowdoin and Colby to see how the schools are run, how their student governments function in an effort to see how their university functions and turn it
into central planning for the University. I'm living in Sigma Chi this year and lived in the
music house last year, so I've had a chance to build relationships both on and off campus, so I have an idea of what needs to be done on and off campus.

What ideas do you have to get students more involved?
The Publicity office is, I think, under-utilized. One of the things Tiffany (Barrans) and
I really want to do is centralize ASUPS. The Publicity Office is for use by all clubs, by all
programmers, by ASUPS itself, and I don't think it's being used by all those people.
We're really going to have to have a central place that's really going to bring everybody
together and work not to publicize just ASUPS events. If a new student comes in, and
they don't know all the resources on campus, they can go to the central Publicity Office.
Nobody knows what's going on on campus. ASUPS needs to let people know what's
going on today. I think they've made good strides towards a more active ASUPS, but it
needs to be taken a lot further. I think people want to get involved. I think people are
interested in doing things, not everything, but everybody has their own interests they
are really passionate about. There's a spot in an ASUPS club or in ASUPS itself for everybody's interests, and if there's not, it's so easy to start one. Getting people involved is
directly related to how much'ASUPS is willing to go out there and show people what's
available. At Conspiracy of Hope we had all these clubs and organizations represented.
I think that's a wonderful tool for students to know and see again. I think we can really get out there and work with people to find an interest and get involved in a way that
suits them best.
. • What specific ideas do you have for next year?
We're really going to be working to make the programs that work continue. One of
the things that Tiffany and I want to do is bring back a spring formal for the whole campus. The other thing that I would like to see is that events like homecoming and family
weekends are things that students really feel connected with (because they don' , t now).
We want to utilize these structures that are already there, so that every year these events
become something that students look forward to. We want to increase the budget for
clubs so that they can put on better programming. I want to use ASUPS as a tool to support clubs both financially and otherwise. What we should be doing is ensuring that the
University is a place where people want to be. We have to have things that people want
to participate in on campus. Having a lot of different clubs that appeal to a lot of different people is important.
-

How would you help facilitate diversity?
We have all sorts of groups on campus that touch all sorts of bases. We need to connect the clubs to each other, to ASUPS, let people know what's going on. You can connect the clubs; you can get people to go to the programming the clubs put on. I think
those are two really important things to promoting diversity and getting that open dialogue. ASUPS can really work with the clubs and with the students. We live in a wonderfully diverse city, and I think we can strengthen the connections between the campus
and the city of Tacoma.

What is your stance on the off-duty police officers?
I think that ASUPS has to recognize that this is a legitimate student concern, and has
to talk and work with the administration to find out the reasons why they have this.
Then we need to find out if there is a better way to address these problems, if this problem needs to be addressed. I don't think the University is showing faith in its students
by targeting them. I think that these are issues we can talk to the Tacoma Police
Department about, talk to the administration about, to make sure it is operating as it
should, which is to provide safety, not as it might be, which is targeting college students.

Why should students vote for you?
I really just want ASUPS to become something that the students want, that the students use, that the students are proud of. I know ASUPS hasn't done a lot for a lot of
people. I think I bring a unique experience from across all spectrums of the University
I really have a passion for serving others, and I think I have a strong ability to serve others and lead this organization and make it something that students really want. Tiffany
and I both share a wonderful vision of ASUPS. We're going to come in and go right to
work and start connecting with the students, and by the end of the year we will have
connected with every single student. Tiffany and I cover all the bases. We have different
interests, we have contacts all over the campus and we know the importance of these
relationships. Tiffany and I have been talking since freshman year about running. We
ran because we both wanted to be able to make a difference. Seeing the direction of this
University and ASUPS, and having the new president coming in, I think this is a really
important time of transition. Also, seeing the strides ASUPS has made in the past really
made me want to run. L want to make sure that ASUPS continues in the right direction
and continues to push toward becoming a more active institution for the students. It's
an opportunity to really work with students, to listen to students. I love to develop ideas
and programs and really make sure that people's, time here is something they enjoy,
something that challenges them and is fun for them.

.

What ideas do you have to get students more involved?
I. think one way you can work to bring students back on campus is to really want to
work with the programmers to find a way to interest people that are off-campus to bring
them back on and finding programs that are really at the heart of that. I know that that's
easier said than done, and well-done is better than said. For example: concerts — everybody's talking about a big concert, but money is an issue. We can dedicate some money
this year to getting a big name on campus. These programs, activities and events are
things on campus that will create a centralized location for students. Senators are people who have contacts off campus. They need to be informing, they need to be working
with people on campus, because that's important. A lot of UPS students spend time on
computers everyday, and we can turn the ASUPS homepage into the homepage of students. On that Web site I would like to see a calendar that has everything that is happening on campus. It's ways like that that you can implement a centralized university.

What specific ideas do you have for next year?
Melanie Maynes and I have discussed thoroughly what we want to do next year when
we come in. We don't necessarily want to come in with a plan; we don't want to come
in with a political agenda. Because the Office of the President and lifte President are representing students and what students want, not representing your own political agenda.
So, we have ideas and things we want to work with, such as spring formals for the entire
campus, security on Union and Alder — we want to increase safety there. I want to continue to uphold traditions like Log Jam. I am turning the spring formal into my- senate
project, so whether or not I'm elected, that's something you can look forward to.

How would you help facilitate diversity?
We need to represent and uphold diversity because that's something that's something
that this school prides itself on. ASUPS will continue to foster diversity through the clubs
and organizations that are-devoted to different student rights and ideas. You're going-to
see that continue. You're going to see more support from ASUPS in that area because
that's an outlet for students. The University takes such an open stance on this that I want
to continue to offer political openness, such as FAIR and Drummers for Peace. This is
something that .ASUPS really needs to work with to be able to support, because that's
part of the diversity on campus. That's something we've had trouble with. We have so
much money come in, can we give it to one political cause? But that's something that we
need to learn to work with, because if we're going to foster diversity on this campus,
that's something that needs to happen.

What is your stance on the off-duty police officers?
For a lot of people this has been an emotionally charged question. The University is
paying police officers $11,000 a year to patrol the North End 'area. As ASUPS president,
I want to work with that $11,000 that is there because I believe that safety is something
that needs to be enforced on this campus and off-campus. When I say work with it, I
mean talking about relationship between off-campus houses and off-campus neighbors.
Another area that I think should become a focus of safety on campus, rather than just
busting the occasional party is really working with the off-duty police officers to make
Union and Alder safer. There is a crosswalk that is very faint; that's a place where we
need to work, and a place that we can really spend time on.

Why should students vote for you?
Students should vote for me because I know I can do the best job. I have experience;
I've created the relationships. I've worked on senate, I've worked with students on and
off campus, I've lived Greek, I've lived on campus, I've created a diverse group of
friends, I have ideas. I'm not trying to represent one facet of the University. I've utilized
the potential of ASUPS and the University. I have ideas for media, I have ideas for programs. Melanie mid I make an amazing team; it is a working relationship that is based
on work and friendship. Maintaining relationships is something I can do effectively. I
realize the value of ASUPS and its autonomy. I know I can do the best job of making sure
we succeed for the next 10 years. I am so excited to do this. I've had this dream. I've
persevered all last semester as a senator when people have dropped out, when people
have said 'I've had enough.' I've proven through my work, I've proven to myself that I
can persevere. I am ready to just jump on my feet and start. I want this school to know
that I am 100 percent sincere in who I am and what I can do for ASUPS.

Vote Feb. 25 and 26 in the Wheelock Student Center!
Have a voice in your student fees at work. Vote!
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against the attendance of non-colorful
people is not prejudice. It is racism.
As a so-called "person of color," my
sincere hope is that in the future, ALL
students will be invited to EPOC meetings with the noble purpose of empowering society as a whole.

Editor

EPOC posters racist
To the editor:
In regards to the EPOC (Empowering
People of Color) flyers that have been
posted on campus, I am disturbed by the
wording of the advertisement's invitation: "Are you a student of color? Please
come to our meetings!" Also, the interesting fine print at the bottom of the flyer
that reads: "All students of color are welcome." Does this mean that "un-colorful" (a.k.a. "Caucasian" or "white")
members of the campus community are
not welcome at EPOC meetings?
I am not disputing the fact that an
activist organization such as EPOC
exists. In the recent past, people of nonwhite descent have undeniably experienced discrimination, and thus in our
liberal, modern and tolerant world they
have formed groups to support and
explore the notion of identity, specifically "racial" identity. It appears counterproductive to only accept "people of
color" to EPOC meetings because it will
foster misunderstanding in the campus
community, and, in fact, is racism.
Hypothetically speaking, if a group of
UPS students decided to form a group
called "EPWOC" (Empowering People
Without Color, a.k.a. "White People") to
which "All White Students are
Welcome," my educated guess is that
there would be a riot. The NAACP,
ACLU and the media would probably all
swoop down upon our sleepy little campus and create havoc. Discriminating
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—Lacey Chong

Interview only edited
by Communications
To the editor:
I write to respond to the editorial
"Office of Communications' Censorship
Unnecessary, Unprofessional" (The Trail,
Feb. 14) regarding publication of the
newspaper's interview with University
of Puget Sound President-elect Ron
Thomas.
I very much regret that The Trail
interpreted as censorship the efforts of
the Office of Communications to assist
with presenting an accurate and a slightly more concise presentation of Ron
Thomas' comments in his recent interview with The Trail. In order to clarify
for the campus community that there
was no censorship, I ask that The Trail
post on its Web site both its original transcript and the version revised by the
Office of Communications. Dr. Thomas
agrees that doing so would be a good
idea.

—Sandra Sarr
Editor's note: The Trail wishes to retract the
word "censorship" from the headline for last
week's editorial. Censorship implies malicious intent and review control — neither of
which was the case for the edits made by the
Office of Communications. As suggested,
both versions are now online.
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Thumb
Our view of life on campus

Staff

Editorial
Shelton, Abbott model
ASUPS executives
The Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound will be holding
elections soon, which means two things:
candidates for various positions will be
making promises and convincing students why they should be elected into student government, and the current ASUPS
executive team (and other senators) will
be leaving office.
The departure of President Ben Shelton
and Vice President Chris Abbott will be a
loss to both ASUPS as an organization
and the students at Puget Sound. Shelton
and Abbott make a dynamic leadership
team with complimenting strengths and
weaknesses and will surely be missed.
Shelton is extremely enthusiastic and
visible on campus, while Abbott is well
versed with ASUPS by-laws and procedures. Both are approachable and friendly
and make a genuine effort to get students
involved with ASUPS and let students
know what ASUPS does for them.
When Shelton and Abbott took office
last spring, one of their major goals was to
keep the senate active. In an interview
two days after they took office, Shelton
and Abbott emphasized the role senate
plays in ASUPS. "It's really important to
have (senate) active," Abbott said. "It's a
fine balance in giving them direction and
directing them."

g

l "University Puget Sound"
sweatshirts, without the word
"of" on them
The opera, "Patience," not being
cancelled despite complications
ASUPS campaign litter

Worldwide peace protests
ResNet disconnecting service
on a Friday afternoon before
they leave for the weekend
Free café gift certificates for
advising survey
.111 Poor attendance at the Trail Forum

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of
The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters
in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the editorial
board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted
for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone
nurtMer. should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no later
than 5 p.m Letters may he e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or
di livered Liriiiigh the mail to Campus Mailbox 1095.
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During their term as executives, senate
always managed to have a quorum and
hold meetings. In previous administrations, holding productive senate meetings
was a major problem, and Shelton and
Abbott managed to keep senators
involved and interested in ASUPS. When
resignations did occur, equally qualified
students quickly filled the vacancies
through executive appointments.
A major goal for all political leaders is
to keep promises. Although Shelton and
Abbott may not have succeeded in meeting all their goals (such as the Student Bill
of Rights, which was initiated by
President Ryan Mello and Vice President
Erin Smith in 2000), they made a conscientious effort to increase student involvement, which was one of the more pressing
goals at the time. Any lack of current participation can be blamed on the students
themselves, not on Shelton and Abbott.
The next executives should follow
Shelton and Abbott's lead by working to
follow through on promises. While campaign goals are attractive to voters before
elections, executives should seriously
consider what deserves priority and make
a commitment to those promises. Realistic
ones that can be fulfilled are better than
empty promises that only sound nice.
Most importantly, however, the new
executives should follow Shelton and
Abbott's lead of being approachable and
friendly. While an "open door policy"
sounds nice, few ASUPS officials have
made it as much of a reality as Shelton
and Abbott have. They have truly strived
to include all students, and that makes
them great leaders.

French, German response to
Powell's speech disappointing
By Ethan Schwaber

Opinions Writer

"Bowling for Columbine"

Opinions

On Feb. 5, 2003, Colin Powell
addressed the United Nations
Security Council in a way reminiscent of the United States' case
during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
Through a series of recorded telephone conversations, satellite images and descriptions
of conversations taken with Iraqi defectors, the
Secretary of State proved to the world that Iraq definitely is hiding something. In the words of CBS
anchorman Dan Rather, "The burden of proof has now
shifted to Iraq."
Although France and Germany both signed
Resolution 1441, their reaction to Powell's statement
has been disappointing. French Foreign Minister
Dominique de Villepin said that France was disturbed
by Powell's report but that it proposed increased
inspections. When asked what would happen if more
inspections failed, Villepin replied by saying that
France would advocate even more inspections
(remember, Resolution 1441 is about Iraqi disarmament, not inspeCtions). Last fall during the German
elections, German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder said,
"Germany will have no role in an Iraqi war, with no ifs,
ands or buts." Hence, it is not surprising that
Germany reacted as France did to Powell's statement.
While the majority of European governments support an Iraqi war, France and Germany have been persistent in opposing any military action. France and
Germany have cited a number of reasons for their dissent, including economic and humanitarian reasons.
Schroeder and French President Jacques Chirac have
said that an Iraqi war will create a humanitarian crisis
in the Middle East and will cause worldwide economic problems.
This unwillingness to help the United States is ludicrous, as these two nations are being hypocritical in
their reasoning. France (along with Russia and China)
has made lucrative multi-billion-dollar deals with
Saddam Hussein to develop oil fields in Iraq. These
deals are illegal in that they go against the U.N. foodfor-oil program directed toward Iraq. Could France,
the top European business partner .with Hussein, be
doing what it accuses the United States of doing—
looking out for its own economic benefits?
Nor has Germany had a clean record. Today
German Jews are struggling to obtain possessions that
were taken from them in World War II, with little help

from the government.
Also,
despite the humanitarian crisis
the
looming over the former Berlin
Wall, West German citizens did not
ir
exactly protest en masse against the
guru
East German political situation.
Instead, Germany and France
are currently looking out for their
own best interests. Both countries
have large minority Muslim populations that have
been poorly integrated into their societies—unlike
America, Europe is not a melting pot. These Muslim
populations have protested vehemently against Israel
and an Iraqi war and have burned numerous synagogues in the process. These governments are opposing the war in order to prevent massive uprisings
among certain factions of their populations. In trying
to contain these populations, the French and German
governments are trying to appease Saddam Hussein
with the same ill-fated strategy the Allies used against
Adolf Hitler. French President Chirac recently told
Time magazine that, he is "simply betting that we can
obtain greater cooperation from Iraq." Saddam is not
cooperating, and he never has abided by U. N. resolutions. In this bet Iraq is the house making the rules,
and as they say in Vegas, the house always wins.
This attitude must change. France and Germany
have no right to tell the United States that it cannot
look out for its own interests when they are doing the
same for themselves. If it weren't for the America's
military and economic assistance, the French government would not even be around today, and the
German people (who claim they were "forced" to sup- port Hitler's regime) would be living under perhaps
the most evil regime in history. These two countries
owe a lot to the United States. America saved France
twice and prevented Germany from becoming communist for over 40 years. France and Germany cannot
support a NATO nation only when it is convenient for
them.
They also cannot wait for the United Nations to
approve of a war (the United Nations has only
approved of two wars, and the first Gulf War was not
among those two). After all, if the weapons reports
and terrorist threats from Iraq are true, who are France
and Germany to tell America that it has no right to
defend itself? France and Germany need to stop making America appear to be the evil regime. There is only
one evil regime in this picture. It is in the Middle East
and is up to no good.

•Senior Ethan Schwaber is a business major.
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Wake up and smell the smallpox
Hussein poses real, ominous
threat to American security

blamed
for
everything

By Noah Garaas

Opinions Writer
As I read about the recent anti-war
march in downtown Seattle, and the
astounding size of the current nationwide
and worldwide movement against a fresh
Iraq conflict, I was neither proud nor
angry. I was confused and terrified. The
implications are profound — there is a significant portion of our population that has
placed its faith in the hands of a ruthless
dictator.
The current anti-war sentiment strikes
me as pacifist naivete. Inquiries into the
actions of our nation's leaders and recognition of the tragic loss of life inherent in any
war are responsible and admirable intellectual exercises. But to the extreme that they
have been taken, they potentially place the
United States — and the world at large —
in grave danger.
George W. Bush is not the most intelligent, selfless or well-spoken president we
have ever had. He is still miles away from
what the nation needs in a strong leader.
But that doesn't mean he's stupid. One of
the common complaints I hear about the
prospect of war is the amount of glory
Bush has to gain from a victory abroad that

secures American economic interests. If
Bush really is thirsty for war because he
wants to secure a second term in office,
then that means we should be more trusting of what he has to say, not less.
I too find it irritating that our government is currently making huge claims to
the United Nations without laying out a
large base of evidence to support them.
But the reality is, if Bush's administration
flaunts claims about the danger presented
by Iraq and it turns out they were wrong,
they would be in a world of hurt. If Bush
doesn't have anything substantial about
the true nature of the Iraqi threat and the
world calls his bluff (which it is attempting
to do), he's screwed. No president is foolish enough to take that chance.
We need to sit back and rest a little with
the understanding that in the interest of
national security, a certain amount of
secrecy need be maintained. I'm sure the
Bush Administration really does have evidence about- the deadly potential of Iraq's
hidden weapons program and has good
reason to withhold it from the general pub-

lic. We've lived all these years comfortable
with the idea of security clearances, the
"need-to-know basis" and confidential
government archives. No one expects the
government to share all of its intelligence
with everyone all the time, so why are protesters grubbing so hard for information
now?
More importantly, why haven't the antiwar activists or U.N. political opposition
demanded documentation from the Iraqi
government that it's destroyed its
weapons? Colin Powell revealed evidence
— however little — to the U.N. Security
Council and to the rest of the world. When
has Saddam Hussein held a public meeting
in which he has shown us his cooperation
with disarmament? Do the citizens who
demand evidence from the United States
already have confidence that Hussein has
shed his deadly toys and stopped playing
games with inspectors? It seems we trust a
dictator with no respect for human freedom, human rights or human life more
than we trust our American president.
I want to see the lists of the agents
Hussein has had in the past. I want to see
the proof of their destruction. I want to be
able to hear what Iraqi scientists have to
say when their government isn't holding a
gun to their head. I want our U2 spy planes
to be able to take whatever pictures they
want. When the Iraqi veil of secrecy is lifted, my fears will subside and I will begin
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asking our government to spare human
lives by withholding military action.
The self-serving nature of a war on Iraq
and the fact that people might die during
conflict aren't good enough reasons to
protest military action. Saddam Hussein is
not an honest, cooperative person. He has
not and is not maintaining military
weaponry and power for the sole purpose
of self defense. We don't need detailed
reports or "smoking guns" to know that
Hussein is a shady figure. Do we really
want to give his administration the time
and freedom he needs to keep his work
clandestine? Do we trust him that much?

Noah Garaas is a sophomore Science,
Technology & Society (STS) major.

ASL deserves place as
foreign language core
<trail.ups.edu >
Should UPS recognize American Sign
Language as a fulfillment of the Foreign
Language core?
No, it's not a foreign language.
Yes, it teaches individuals to communicate with another
group of people, which is the idea behind this core.
I don't care. I'm already done with my language core.

Vote before Wednesday, February 26

Last Week's Poll:
Did Colin Powell present sufficient evidence to attack Iraq?
Yes, Iraq is a certifiable threat that needs to be dealt with
before it's too late. 55%
No, we don't know enough yet to justify losing lives in
war. 36%
I don't know because I don't trust the propaganda from
either side. 9%

Sign language teaches new
culture, way of communicating
By Amy Williams

student
by
day

Opinions Writer
Universities across the United States are
beginning to recognize that American Sign
Language (ASL) is in fact something to be
taken seriously, and they are considering
including it as a core foreign language. Some
problems, however, lie in the applicability and
even the legitimacy of the language.
An astute observer will notice that ASL is a
language that is not processed orally—unfortunately, many people have difficulty getting past
this fact, as our traditional conception. of language is connected to oral diction. And the fact
that ASL cannot be used internationally causes
people to question whether it's necessary to
learn their own language in another form.
I'm sure a large cross-section of the student
body has come into contact with a deaf person
at least once in their lives, and had no idea how
to communicate with them appropriately.
Why? Simply put, American Sign Language is
a language; like any other foreign system of
communication, it's not something that you
can B.S. your way through. It takes time and
experience to learn and perfect the language. It
takes time and experience to fully appreciate
the culture.
My senior year of high school, I chose to
take a semester of ASL at the local community
college, thinking that the class would be an
"easy A." However, a few weeks into the
course I realized that what appeared to just be
a number of hand gestures is actually a much
more intricate and involved language. You
have to learn how to express your tone of
voicc something that is easily taken for grant-
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ed—through facial expressions and body language. It's not as easy as it looks.
After just a semester of ASL, I can't understand how universities could question the legitimacy of the language. The class I took challenged the way that I looked at the world; it
taught me about a new culture as it introduced
me to a new language. But while I think that
the question of legitimacy shouldn't be a question, I think that UPS should adopt ASL as a
foreign language only if there is a high enough
demand for the course.
Larger universities like the University of
California plan to start offering ASL courses as
an option for students to fulfill their foreign
language requirement. But then again, the
University of California system enrolls tens of
thousands of students, so there's little doubt
that butts will,be in the seats.
At this tiny school, if more students would
prefer to take Italian, another foreign language
that the school doesn't offer, then maybe we
shouldn't offer ASL. We shouldn't adopt ASL
to be politically correct, showing the world
how truly diverse and accepting we are. UPS
should treat ASL as it would any other course
that the school is considering putting into
action.
For a more in-depth look at sign language
and deaf. culture, I recommend "Deaf in
America: Voices from a Culture," by Tom
Humphries and Carol Padden.

Sophomore Amy Williams is pre-med with an
undeclared major.
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Monologues add to V-Day
By Carly West

Opinibns Writer
Another Valentine's Day has
come and gone. This year my
approach to the holiday was slightly
different. It didn't matter whether or
not I had someone to spend it with; it
mattered what a stupid holiday it
was. Think about it: - it is a day on
which a price tag is put on love.
Wouldn't it just be better to be surprised on some random day during
the year than expect the traditional
flowers and chocolates? But my feelings toward Valentine's Day changed
Friday night as I sat through the performance of "The Vagina
Monologues." Through her celebration of V-Day, Eve Ensler (the writer
of The Vagina Monologues) has
saved the integrity of February 14 for
me.
Now, instead of spending money
to express love, February 14. is
known around the world as a day to
raise awareness and money for antiviolence groups around the world.
The program from the performance
said that "In 2002, V-Day happened
in 800 venues, and 515 schools held
performances. Venues included an
Anglican Church in Nova Scotia, a
Maasai Village in Kenya, a Lakota
reservation in South Dakota, and our
own campus." Personally, I experienced my first V-Day and performance of "The Vagina Monologues" on
a ship in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean last year.
This day is also a celebration of
women. It was amazing to sit in
Kilworth Chapel for nearly two
hours and listen and watch these
women talk about sex, sexual dehre,

in9buia

the
fountain
jumper
orgasms and other stuff that is usually reserved for the closest of friends
at a slumber party or after a couple of
drinks. Friday night was my second
viewing of the play, and I felt just as
empowered and happy as the first.
On the walk home, a friend who saw
the performance with me said, "That
just makes me want to go and talk
about my vagina." I couldn't have
said it better myself.
Now, for those of you out there
who might be put off right now or
who are appalled at the idea of such
a day and such a play, don't be! This
is not the doing of the feminazis, as
Rush Limbaugh might claim.
Rather, V-Day is a display of sisterhood around the world in support of
each other and against violence that
harms the sisterhood. The celebration started by Eve Ensler is a victory
for feminism and ultimately for
human kind. No matter how much
of a feminist one might claim to be, it
is hard to ask for anything more than
a group of women on stage freely
expressing their creativity while both
men and women look on from the
audience. For those of you who do
not identify at all with the feminist
movement, there is something to be
found in V-Day for you as well. By
raising awareness of violence against
women, we bring violations of basic
human rights into the spotlight as
well. While most of the violations
lilts Mirillitillit171

pertain to women, they are nonetheless violations of human rights.
Some of the violations were listed in
the program for the performance of
The Vagina Monologues at UPS, and
I think they are important enough to
quote here: ]
"When the violence stops, women
and girls will be: Allowed to be born
in China, India and Korea/ SWIMMING IN IRAN/ Safe in their beds
at home in the United States, Europe
and Asia/ Eating ice cream in
Afghanistan/ KEEPING THEIR CLITORISES IN AFRICA AND ASIA/
wearing blue jeans in Italy/ VOTING
IN KUWAIT/ Walking in the park at
night in the United States/ openly
FLIRTING in Jordan/SAFE AT PARTIES ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES/
Playing with toys and not being sold
as them in Asia, The United States,
Europe and Eastern Europe/ Driving
cars in Saudi Arabia/ wearing
trousers in Swaziland/ Safely walking home from work in Juarez,
Mexico/ ENJOYING SEX/ CELEBRATING THEIR DESIRES/ LOVING THEIR BODIES/ RUNNING
THE WORLD."
So basically, this is just to say
thank you. Thank you to Eve Ensler
for slowly reclaiming Valentine's
Day and making it into something
respectable and worth celebrating.
Thank you to those wonderful
women who performed "The Vagina
Monologues" at UPS last weekend
and around the world. Most of all,
thank you to all the wonderful
women in my life and the ones
before me who worked hard to allow
me to be where I am today.
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By Blaire Notrica

I flew in to JFK International
about a month ago after vacationing
in Dublin. In the wake of Sept. 11 JFK
has managed to combat terrorism
quite well; on the other hand, managing efficiency is a different story.
Riding on a crowded, slow-moving
bus filled with New Yorkers and
other foreigners, attempting to reach
your terminal in time to check in,
submitting to random cavity searches and boarding is more trying than
watching Joe Millionaire without
laughing.
It was after half an adventure simply getting to my gate that I sought
out sanity in the name of chocolate
and the New York Times in one of
those cloned airport bookshop/gift
shop/convenience stores. As I wandering idly, a snow globe caught my
eye. It was a snow globe of the New
York City skyline, the fallen towers of
the World Trade Center included. It
has been nearly 18 months since the
attacks, so it struck me as odd when I
saw the snow globe. Odd until I
picked up the snow globe in morbid
curiosity, that is.
"World Trade Centers 1973-2001,"
the small plaque said. There were
several of these snow globes, all
depicting the World Trade Center, to
remind us that one brisk morning in
September, 19 men hijacked four
planes, crashing two of them into the
Twin Towers, taking 2,800 people
with them.
The drumbeats now echo in every
American newspaper and in nearly

voice
of
reason
every discussion with friends and
family. We have forgotten that war
from a few months back — you
know, — the one where we dropped
bombs on innocent civilians in a
country ruled by a ruthless theocratic oligarchy, supported and at times
funded by the U.S. government. We
were hunting a man that we paid to
fight the Commie Pinko Soviet
invaders back in 1979.
The attacks on Sept. 11 were horrifying. There are 3,000 dead, all of
them innocent civilians, and our
innocent economy seems to have had
a bomb dropped on it. As New York
City attempts to rebuild and recover
and the New York and New Jersey
port authorities decide who will
rebuild the empty acres over the
void, we are focusing on death and
not the hope of progress and recovery.
America has morbid obsession
with disaster, death and destruction.
we scurry to TVs to watch airplane
disaster footage and to see the crippled wreckage of smashed trains.
But in this post-Sept. 11 world
enshrouded in globalization and capitalist enterprise, American morbidity takes on a darker, more sinister,
more selfish, more apathetic tone.
Americans are obsessed with death.
Disaster is our heroin, the opiate of
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Would you rather
live on campus or
off?
"On campus, so I
can meet more people and know
about more
events."
Melanie Maynes

Sophomore

Off Ca

Senior Carly West is a communication
major.
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the people. We constantly want to be
reminded of death and disaster.
Twin Towers wall calendars? Must
we be reminded daily that 3,000 people died?
This is, of course, the country that
sells model airplanes of the Enola
Gay. For those of you that don't
remember your World War II history,
the Enola Gay brought atomic warfare to the world when it dropped
two atomic weapons on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, killing more people
than a hundred September lls. But
does Japan sell dioramas of preatomic attack Hiroshima? If I go to
Germany or Poland, can I buy a
model Lego city of Auschwitz?
While there are no Daley Plaza slow
globes that turn red when you shake
them, you can go to Dallas and ride
around in a motorcade just like JFK,
complete with recorded shots coming from the Texas Book Depository.
In the coming weeks and months I
imagine I will be able to walk into
some stores and buy models of
Columbia. After all, people were
selling pieces of the disintegrated
shuttle on e-Bay last week. Morbid?
Of course. Respectful? Not at all. If
Americans want to respect the dead,
if Americans want to move on and
recover, then wave your flags. Cry,
pray, sing songs. But do not sell the
names of the dead for your own selfish gain. Do not turn on your TV to
watch the Nyodene D cloud float
over Iron City. The Dylar won't help
— death is inevitable; let's not obsess
over it.

Sophomore Blaire Notrica is a religion
major.
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Searching for free music: File-sharing sources illegal an
By Allison Bennett

A&E Writer
Last semester, as in years past, a file-sharing program known in 2002 as Shareaza became the entertainment resource of choice for the UPS campus. The
underground site was responsible for free downloadable videos and music, but also for major slowdown in
the ResNet system campus-wide, a major contributing
factor in the removal of the program on Oct. 3.
Sophomore ResNet Consultant Ted Merriam
explained that file-sharing programs and entertainment downloading resources like Kazaa are not only
illegal but also detrimental to all ResNet users.
"Publishing houses call the school when students
share copyrighted material (over the Internet) and
threaten to sue the University," Merriam said.
Legality issues involved in University file-sharing
programs pose concern to the University as a whole.

In response to lawsuit threats, Jim Driskell, network manager at OIS, temporarily terminates ResNet
access to students downloading large files. Students
who do so breach network use policies as defined in
the ResNet contract all students effectively sign when
they connect to the campus Internet provider: "illegal
use includes using University computers or the network ... to copy software or other materials protected
by copyright law."
"The connection from the main Internet connection
to computers is like a pipe," Merriam said. "(Large)
movie and software files clog up the network pipe. As
students (in September moved) mass quantities of files
simultaneously, it (Shareaza) hindered network printing and e-mail, fighting with all that traffic" moving
through the network to the main Internet connection
in McIntyre Hall.
Merriam continued to note that downloaded files
from unreliable Internet sources are also typical caus-

es of viruses, capable of wreaking havoc on the user's monitors all
computer and often spreading throughout the campus
campus by co
network.
lion. The
Controversy over downloads and file-sharing is not as mp3 files,
limited to UPS. Merriam said that campuses country- File-sharing
wide are dealing with students bogging down Internet the network,
services, often with more severe consequences.
nated lowest
"UC-Berkeley limits the amount of data students ison with ecan download per semester and bill by the megabyte
The Univ
over that limit" to prevent misuse of campus networks Internet
designed for educational purposes, Merriam said. America's
"Downloading a 70-megabyte movie online (is less Internet Life.
appealing) when (students) consider it five percent of large downl
their semester limit." ' '
.-iralcnq lo x6unnlogy and
While UPS NetwOkAarnIniaralionItasnot adopitrii with the po
ed such stringent measures irli"Criimbating students' legal ente
Freshma
addiction to free entertainment, it has and will continue to limit students' accessibility to network-draining
things in lif
activities. A firewall at the main Internet connection

Dirt cheap music that is clean from copyrights

Bast
By Jason Ro

Editor in Chief
By Tim Baars
A&E Writer

speeds, they each offer their own idiosyncrasies
which in some ways make them better than Kazaa.
The first is MP3.com (www.mp3.com).
apster was one of the most original, MP3.com originated in 1997, in the early years of
intriguing and simply cool programs MP3s and peer-to-peer file sharing, and has since
ever written — for a while. It existed in evolved into an institution for the propagation of
its premature years primarily on college campuses new music and new groups. All one has to do is
with a few users outside that sphere being able to sign up for free downloadable songs from bands
that are already established (Thursday, The Ataris)
benefit from the wealth of great music being shared
over its network. Seemingly overnight, it became but also from bands that are just getting started.
popular. Soon everyone was using Napster to share MP3.com provides these new groups with a centralized forum to post their music. And while one
music on the Internet, and plans were being drawn
to expand to other media formats. A media cannot always find as many popular songs on its
firestorm ensued, and soon Napster was being Web site, the wealth of obscure and unheard-of
music more than makes up for it. MP3.com proves
taken to court. We all know what happened after
not only beneficial for both its visitors, with a
that.
While Napster had a rather dismal fate, many diverse repertoire, but to the bands posting their
music as a way toadvertise to a large
music-sharing networks
audience.
appeared in its place
nother good online music
rather quickly, some betWeb site is eMusic
ter than others.
While Napster had a
BearShare, iMesh,
(www.emusic.com ).
rather dismal fate,
Gnutella and Morpheus
eMusic has an incredible selection of
many appeared in its
all became available,
entire albums to download in all genres of music. The selection (they boast
Morpheus being the only
place rather quickly,
real substitute for
200 thousand plus MP3s) also has a
some better than othNapster. Yet it suffered a
good balance of well-known groups
ers. BearShare, iMesh,
similar fate as Napster
and lesser-known groups — you
Gnutella and
and was toned down.
won't only see the most popular
Morpheus all became
Kazaa, the next great
albums to download on this site.
Browsing through their alternative
peer-to-peer file sharing
available.
program, still works, but
section I found album after album
as many already know,
that I wanted to download. They are
also constantly expanding their selecthose using UPS provided Ethernet cannot access this network.
tion by getting new songs from over 900 different
labels. The site is not free, however. One has to
o what is the poor college student who is
starving for some good music to do? Go commit to at least three months at $14.99 per
month. The charge is reasonable, though; just
buy some albums? No, there are alternathink, you can download as many albums as you
tives to that dire straight. Although they fall short
of downloading music off of Kazaa at ridiculous want for the price of three CDs.

N

A

S

R

hapsody
ro
(www.listen.com) offers a similar service, although distinctly different
m eMusic in that it
doesn't allow downloading. Instead, one
pays to have
access to
their database of 20
thousand
albums
that can
stream
onto any
computer.
Some claim
that this is the
future of downloading music —
that it will soon be a hassle to have to download an MP3. Another distinction is that Rhapsody has deals with the five major
labels, so be assured that pop music will be prominent in the database. However, it doesn't let one
actually look at the songs in the database, so it is
difficult to know what you're getting. Despite not
being able to download, users can burn songs from
the Web site onto CDs — but 99 cents is charged for
each track.
hatever one chooses or doesn't
choose, these services are a testament
to the slow but steady democratization of the music industry. No longer is it only the
major labels that have all of the power. Finally, consumers are beginning to have an alternative to paying ridiculous amounts of money for music.
Freshman Tim Baars enjoys paying $18 for a new
CD.
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CDs breaking your bank?
By Esther Morgan-Ellis

A&E Writer
How do you feel about paying $19.99
for 45 minutes of music? If you're not
crazy about the prospect, take comfort
from the fact that you are far from
alone.
Fifty-two percent of respondents
to a poll by Naxos.com , an Internet
music forum, felt that CD prices were
much too high. This attitude on the
part of the music-buying public has
led to a massive slump in CD sales and
a loss of revenue for the music industrYThose involved in small-scale independent music production protest that
even with a price tag of $15.95 attached to
their music there is little room for profit.
While the actual cost of blank CDs has
shrunk to almost nothing, hidden costs
such as copyright fees, artist royalties,
marketing and promotion costs chip away
at the net profit until a meager share is all
that remains for the musicians themselves.
One respondent to a poll by
Stereophile.com offered the suggestion
that music industry managers should "cut
CD prices to $4.99 and manage production
and marketing costs so that they can break
even
at sales of 300,000." While this is a
activity and keeps viruses off
feasible solution for large-scale music
data travelling over the conneclabels that regularly achieve such massive
and designates file types, such
sales
quotas, such advice is biased against
priority over the network.
underground
and independent music that
are limited to half the pipe of
has
little
or
no
security in a highly compete downloaded files are desigitive market.
, as a result, slow in comparMusic piracy and file sharing seem to
r Internet activities.
have
initiated an unstoppable spiral of
ependence on a high-speed
increasing
CD costs. Consumers are no
led UPS to be noted as one of
longer
purchasing
as many CDs as they
wired schools" by "Yahoo
were several years ago, so there is no
network connection due to
option other than to increase prices to
hared files weakens this techmake up for the climinilhect market. As an
a Pandora's box of problems
)(030PRAISPMitc.M9tVTvP.9
-ithe consumer
much more thawthe pricefof
market continues to shrink.
Forging an escape route out of this
nett believes that while the best
quagmire
is a responsibility that lies with
free, downloads can end up costthe
consumer.
If we want cheap CDs we
ing you big.

t

ewalled

need to give constant support to independent record labels, because it is only
once sales begin to increase that CD prices
can go back down.
"The high cost of CDs used to not bother me because I figured the musician spent
plenty of money recording the album,"
junior Meghan Matthews said. "I especially thought this about Indie musicians.
However, if I want a cheap CD, I will now
burn one of my friend's CDs."
Junior Bryce Johnson has a somewhat
revolutionary (and not-so-serious) solution to spending. "Oh, what I usually just
do is steal them, because we all know that
paying for stuff sucks," he said.
While this may seem like a good plan in
the short run, it probably won't benefit the
consuming public as time goes by and
sales continue to drop. If record labels
continue to suffer from a shrinking profit,
we may lose access to out favorite music
altogether.
Senior Jason Legan wishes that he
could afford to support the music industry.
"It frustrates me," he said, regarding skyrocketed CD prices. "I wish I could buy
more than I download."
As college students, there are times
when we really can't afford to shell out $20
for the latest album from our favorite
artist. Luckily for us, there are some great
and accessible alternatives to buying
expensive CDs — and they don't involve
getting past the UPS firewall.
For the truly thrifty, however, there is
no place to shop for inexpensive CDs like
the Internet. Amazon.com is practically
giving albums away in their used CD section, and Half.com is the source for amazing deals on brand new CDs.
Whether you choose to download or
purchase, bum CDs off your friends or
search through stacks in second-hand
stores, just remember that your favorite
independent band depends on you to keep
them afloat and so they can make the
music you love.
Freshman Esther Morgan-Ellis has a collection of 156 CDs.

pop finds a home around the world
song on Kazaa and Web sites with
it and other mash-ups popped up.
Coinciding with Soulwax's rise
ing has in popularity were computer prolisten to grams such as Pro Tools and Cool
d Joy Edit that allowed amateurs and
Missy wannabe-DJs to make their own
own as songs. The February 2003 issue of
r "bas- Wired even gave a four-step guide
ngs by on "How to make the Coup's Boots
n top of Riley rap over Judas Priest."
song.
New computer programs, creatof one ed in part due to the popularity of
another mash-ups, specialize in removing
if background sound in order to creion in ate a cappella songs, while others
On" can magically remove vocals to crew Will ate instrumentals.
Mash-ups have even been
enon" creeping their way into the maina year stream music business. On their
ulwax AmericanEP the Chemical Brothers'
y ver- released a mash-up of their song
Child's "Star Guitar" combined with New
en- Order's "Temptation." At the Brit
t Music Awards Kylie Minogue did
" The a rendition of her hit song "Can't
Teen Get You Out of My Head" called
land "Can't Get Blue Monday Out of
media My Head," which she combined
e New with New Order's "Blue Monday."
and
While mash-ups are fun and
kitschy because they combine genmixing res of music that typically target
wax's totally opposite audiences, they
on of have political purposes as well. In
t an interview with Salon.com ,
ter- Disco, one of the more popular and
g that talented mash-up artists,
y that explained, "The reinterpreretation
re.
and recontextualization of cultural
Booty" icons like Britney Spears and The
oaded Strokes is fun and good for a laugh.

But if I can grab an a cappella
track of Mandy Moore and mix it
with something like 'Roxanne' by
the Police, while that juxtaposition
may be trite, it still works as a
commentary on pop music today."
Similarly, in an interview with
The Guardian, DJ Dave Dorrell
called mash-ups "reappropriating
pop culture from the corporate
world." DJ Dorrell is best known
for his mash-up combining
Whitney Houston's "I Wanna
Dance With Somebody" with various songs by the pre-techno electronic group Kraftwerk.
Legally, mash-ups are a nightmare. Because the songs are rarely
sold (and when they are, it's often
on duplicated CD-Rs which are
sold for the price of the disc only),
the artists make little or no effort to
clear the rights for the songs they
use.
Commercial albums that sample are required to receive permission from the original artists.
Further, because the mash-ups
are not — like MP3s — exact copies
from albums, record companies
have paid less attention to their
spread. The fact that the mash-ups
are basically two works of music in
one complicate ownership issues.

ost sttes that hos t
mash-ups for downloading are shut down
not because of pressure
from the RIAA but due
o excessive bandwidth
use due to users downloading music.
'

Most sites that host mash-ups
for downloading are shut down
not because of pressure from the
Recording Industry Association of
America, but due to excessive
bandwidth use due to users downloading music.
While mash-ups may only be a
trend, they certainly breathe new
life into a music industry which
has recently been criticized for
being overly dull and stagnant.
Fad or not, the mash-ups bridge
genres more than Gwen Stefani
performing with Moby or Run
DMC working with Aerosmith.
Senior Jason Ronbeck used to
make proto-mash-ups using lines from
"Twin Peaks" and combining them
with the soundtrack.

Independent music
wins with Napster
By Scott Ordway

A&E Writer
Not since the advent of the
recordable cassette tape has
the recording industry made
such a huge fuss about anything like they have about the
dawn of the Napster generalion, and never has anything
been quite so good for it. In
terms of stirring the musical
pot and giving the small acts a
fighting chance, nothing has
ever been better, and the proof is in the state of rock
music at present.
Indie bands from Omaha, Neb., for example, are
selling out Graceland with no national radio airplay
or MTV rotation. There is a nationwide rock scene
that has been born out of the free distribution of
music online; bands that never would have sold
albums outside of their hometowns are downloaded thousands of times every day, and a certain
percentage of those listeners are then buying
albums. Once strictly local labels such as Deep Elm
(Charlotte, N.C.), No Idea (Gainesville, Fla.) and
Omaha's notorious Saddle Creek are now distributed nationally to a growing fan base of listeners
looking for more than Weezer and Dashboard
Confessional.
As tired as it may seem, there are still those who
seek to further the argument that pirating music by
way of the Internet is hurting the so-called "underdog" musicians who struggle to get by on their
meager album sales. You will notice, however, that
the main proponents of such arguments are fellows
like Metallica's Lars Ulrich. You're depriving him
of another case of Cristal to slurp on in his castle in
Sweden, you thieving scum. How dare you.
At this point, most bands actually encourage the
downloading of their music, be it through recommendations at shows, on message boards or by
actually releasing songs on their Web sites for free
download. The only rational approach seems to be
a general acceptance that anything that is released
on virtually any label is going to be downloaded,
and a willingness to work around it. With the rate
that new technology is developing, there will
always be another program to use when the next
Napster gets sued and shut down. It is clear that
the listening public will never pay $18 for a CD that
they've never heard, and that precludes any band
that doesn't get airplay from selling records.
The Internet is the hope for music to come, and
it represents the sense of general opportunity that is
lacking from major-label music in the 21st century.
A point has been reached where "being discovered"
no longer refers to an agent from Virgin records getting lost and stumbling into one of your shows.
Bands that people hear and like make it. Perhaps
beside the point is the fact that Dashboard
Confessional, America's emo sweethearts, were an
Internet phenomenon once upon a time as well, and
next week Chris Carrabba will probably be on a
Wheaties box. Weird.
American music is not only being propagated
uncontrollably (which is a good thing) at home,
but America is trading rock with most of Europe
and parts of Asia. People are hearing things that
they otherwise never would have, and by my estimation, this is something that would have any
respectable musician or fan quite pleased.

on
the
street

To respond to freshman Scott Ordway's article, email trailae@ups.edu.

Model mash-up melodies
"Tainted Beyonce"

(Soft Cell's "Tainted Love" v.

Beyonce Knowles's "Work it Out")

"Justin Loves Blondes"

(Blondie's "Heart of Glass"
V. Justin Tunberlake's "Like I Love You")

"Love Will Freak Us Apart" (Missy Elliott's
"Get Ur Freak On" v. Joy Division's "LoveWill Tear Us Apart")

"Dirty Bottle"
ontradlcicoitk - hftp://www.contradict.collk/hoot/
o - http://4traknet/Disco/
Home Productions - http://www.gohonteproductions.co.uk/
Sleazy - http://www.mcsleazybootlegs.co.uk/
Soundhog - http://www.soundhog.org.uk/

(Sonic Youth's "Dirty Boots" v. Christina
Aguilera "Genie In a Bottle")
.

"Smells Like Teen Booty"

(Nirvana's "Smells
Like Teen Spirit" v. Destiny's Child's "Bootylicious")
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Feminist theory 101

When is it make-out time?

By Shelly Gustafson

A&E Writer

By Chad Asmussen
A&E Co-Editor

Eight UPS students, with the help of four
crew members, will be acting out the lines of
Ruth Wolff's gender-laden play, "The
Abdication," at 8:30 p.m. Feb. 21 and 22. The
event is taking place in Club Rendezvous and
costs only $2 at the door.
A powerful and revealing production, "The
Abdication" was originally performed in Bath,
England on May 26, 1971 only a year after the
play was completed.
Astounding critics that had panned it, the
play went on to be a huge success in England
and abroad.
A movie starring Liv Ullman and Peter Finch
was made in 1974. Since the 1970s the play continues to find new mediums and has become an
inspiration in college theatre, women's studies
and religion classes.
Senior Director Kate Baker commented, "This
play is fascinating to me because it explores the
supposed boundaries of exactly how men and
women can and should and do relate to one
another."
"The Abdication" takes place in the 17th century and tells the story of Kristina of Swede. In
1655, Kristina abdicates the thrown and travels
to Rome in hopes of becoming part of the
Catholic Church.
To her amazement she is not welcomed into
the church with open arms but instead is forced
to undergo an informative confession of her life
to Cardinal Azzolino. Thus begin the endless
flashbacks that allow the audience to see
Kristina's tale played out as she and the Cardinal
discuss it.
The flashbacks show a young woman who
throughout her life was breaking down stereotypes about women's place in society
Baker describes Kristina as "a woman who
lived before there was such a thing as feminist

I was walking through the SUB yesterday to see, once again, a
loving couple mauling each others' faces with saliva and kiss
es until there was no semblance of respect left in their overspontaneous lives. Now, I understand that there are these moments in
life when your feelings take control and there is no stopping them.
Your girlfriend breaks up with you and there's no hiding those sad
puppy dog tears. Oh no, you're going to look like a real loser but
there's nothing you can do about it. But really, is it absolutely necessary
that you clean the pimply face of your significant other with your
tongue in front of a bunch of strangers who were once planning on
having a fine meal at one of the best chicken strip joints in town, the
SUB? I don't think so, and that's why I've created three great spots to
make out with your significant other.
The first spot is a real doosey. Take your luscious other to the zoo.
People love watching animals at the zoo, so why wouldn't they love to
watch you? I've gone to the zoo several times and seen the animals just
sleeping. You've got to be more entertaining with all the groping and
aerobic treasure hunting under your sweet black trench coat. You could
even make those noises that even the most shameless of people repress
in an act to spare their dignity
If the zoo is not convenient enough for you, go to Blockbuster.
Those TCC graduates who keep telling you that you should really rent
"xXx" are really going to be taken with nostalgia when they see you
kissing cubes. They'll remember the days of high school when conceiving children came much more naturally. You could even rent a
romance classic and idealize that your girlfriend is really just like
Audrey Hepburn.
The next place you could explore your monkey love is in church.
Instead of just proclaiming your love for God's children, show it!
When people see the affection you provide for just one person, they
will know that you are truly the next saint and have something to teach
all of us. I never saw Mother Teresa show that much affection to those
starving children in Calcutta.
The point of this soliloquy is not to take a drug czar's stance and say
don't do these things, but to say do these things in the right place. You
wouldn't throw a kegger in your grandmother's home while she was
there watching her favorite episode of "Matlock," would you? Of
course not. So please repress your sweaty love for each other and make
out where it's best suited.
honor Chad ASPIUSSe77 has no shame.

Will McLain/ASUPS Photo Services

A CROWNING MOMENT — Kristina of

Sweden (senior Marie Brown) gives Charles
(Meredith Ott) the crown and the throne in Ruth
Wolff's gender-laden play, "The Abdication."
theory (but) challenged all the same questions
and issues that the women's movement of the
past 100 years has been addressing, and was
accused of every kind of insanity and perversion
for it."
A strong role for a female(s) was exactly what
Ruth Wolff had in mind while penning "The
Abdication," and that desire is one of the things
that drew Baker to the play.
"I was inspired by Wolff's mission to provide
strong female roles for actors. I have also always
been a fan of historical fiction, so that combination really drew me in."
"The Abdication" is a rich and layered love
story that delves into religion and the very
essence of womanhood and femininity.
Baker comments, "I am hoping the audience
will leave with a lot of questions about gender,
how much has changed for men and women in
the last 400 years, about love and religion, and
about responsibilities to oneself and society as a
whole."
•

Freshman Shelly Gustafson is a planned women
studies minor who enjoys rollerblading and ice skating in her spare time.

Shitiobi: A double-edged sword of classic ganle:laV‘: f0t# O siOrtrity
its fast and technical battle system. Unlike
the side-scrolling classic, "Shinobi" is
played completely in 3-D. The added
It's pot only the movie industry that dimension usually plagues most 3-D
updates, but Overworks' masterfully
milks nostalgia. Dozens of recent game
designed battle system is worth emulating.
releases have been updates to classic
Waves of enemies barrage Hatsuma
arcade games. From "Dragon's Lair" to
"Frogger," the newfound popularity of from all angles. Rather than simply impaling each baddie with shurikens or his
retro games has coincided with the resurgence of interest in the Atari-gaming, tight sword, Hatsuma can quickly dispose of
jean-wearing Reagan years. Sega hasn't let nearby enemies by linking timed, consecuthis trend pass it by and has chosen to tive attacks. Each time an enemy is killed,
Hatsuma's sword
revisit the 1987
grows with power.
arcade smash hit
The catch is that in
"Shinobi" for the
Gamer's Info
order to build his
PlayStation 2.
power, each kill
Reviving pop
must be linked withculture icons is a
Title: Shinobi
in three seconds.
double-edged
Grade: c
This short window
sword. The update
Price: $49.99
of time makes for
is all but guaran,
some very intense
teed sales by
Platform: PlayStation 2
action.
diehard fans, but
Hatsuma's ability
living up to fond
to link and charge his attacks is essential
memories of ninja action in smoky arcades
when facing the game's many boss characis anything but easy.
With "Shinobi," Sega subsidiary ters. But this is easier said than done. With
Overworks opted to remain faithful to the
only three seconds to feed your sword,
original. Players control the solitary ninja dashing toward a boss with a split second
Hatsuma through fifteen linear stages with of power left can be a nail-biting affair.
Just like the original, "Shinobr's main
the single-minded goal of reaching the
exit. Hatsuma battles a typical array of focus is typical video game action — runbaddies like spiders, ghouls and ninja ning, jumping and slashing. Although the
thugs. All this sounds terribly uninspired ability to run along walls and coordinate
and boring, and for the most part, the bor- cool-looking acrobatics is welcome, the
game's yawn-inducing levels cripple this
rowed elements are.
What makes "Shinobi" worth playing is could've-been, should've-been modernBy Ryan J. Payton

A&E Writer

day classic.
According to its
surprisingly
wellstoryline,
scripted
Tokyo has been overrun by an evil clan and
has subsequently left
the city vacant of its
citizens. But this wag
all too convenient for
the developers: the
environments are
mostly made of static
Tokyo alleyways that
desperately need signs
of life.
As if gray, deserted
Sega
alleyways aren't borGAME OVER — "Shinobr's uninspiring environments and saping enough, most of
less graphics ultimately make this video game a rent-only title.
the sceneries — identical posters and vacant
shops — were mostly copied and pasted sittings. Overworks did include a ranking
throughout each stage. "Shinobi"'s two system and hidden icons throughout the
game to encourage repeated play, but
subway stages are particularly bland. Each
"Shinobi" stands ultimately as a rent-only
corridor is lined with light gray gates that
presumably hide once-lively shops. But title.
With a major motion picture in the
what's curious is why no trains or even
works and another sequel on the horizon,
subway tracks can be seen.
"Shinobi"'s uninspiring visuals don't hopes for another "Shinobi" classic may
end with its environments. Enemies, water not be too far-fetched. Unfortunately, this
rendition of "Shinobi" seems to have only
effects and even Hatsuma himself suffer
laid the groundwork for what's to come.
from dirty, sapless graphics that sadly
resemble PlayStation 1 technology more The good news is, with action this solid,
"Shinobi" could come back in a much bigthan the 128-bit PS2.
Although the game is fairly challenging ger way next year.
Senior Ryan J. Payton is a FLIA Japanese
and its stages are relatively lengthy,
major.
"Shinobi" can easily be completed in a few

McIntyre 003 $1 Student $2 General
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Remembering Professor Knu sen
By Gillian Lindsay

Features Editor
John Knutsen passed away on Feb. 10 after teaching at the University of Puget Sound for 27 years.
During teat time, he had his hand in many of the
major changes in the business program. Knutsen was
born M Seattle and received both his bachelor's and
masters degrees from the University of Washington
and his doctorate from the University of Oregon. He
began tee thing at UPS in 1975.
He was hired as a professor of marketing, but, his
true 'passion was international business. Jeffrey
Matthews explained two important legacies that
Knutsen will always be remembered for.
"Firstly, he was responsible for the creation of the
international emphasis of the business program. And
.secondly, he created the Miki scholarship, a scholarship that provides the opportunity for students to
study ab.oad in Japan."

In her speech at Knutsen's memorial service at
Kilworth Chapel on Feb. 18 President Susan
Resneck Pierce noted Dr. Knutsen's many conh•ibutions to international and overseas study and also
cited the successful Miki Scholars Program as "a
wonderful program and a living legacy of John's
good work."
Knutsen was the director of the Business
Leadership Program from 1994 to 1997 and twice
held the position of the Nat and Marian Rogers
Professorship.
Knutsen's health had weakened in recent years,
but he continued to teach and was an active faculty
'member of the business program. He retired only a
week before his passing Monday, Feb. 10, 2003.
The following are thoughts from business
department faculty and students whom Knutsen
influenced.
11.b Share your thoughts on Knutsen. visit The Trail at

http://trail@ups.edu and respond to this story.

"Puget Sound has been immeasurably enriched by John Knutsen's
many contributions. Although it is hard to imagine this place without
him, our wonderful memories of him will endure." —Susan Resneck
Pierce, University president
School

uMnesii and Leadership

DR. JOHN KNUTSEN

As one of the last students at the University to have had the privilege of working closely with Dr. Knutsen, I feel honored to have worked with such a supportive and intelligent
man. His memorial service was very well-attended; many people held Dr. Knutsen in very
high regard, and I can certainly add myself to that number." —Tessa Studebaker, junior

"I knew John for 23 years. He was a key member of
the Business Department because he had a uniquely
strategic view of what needed to be done. His strategic
manner of thought was very helpful to me when I was
dean of the business school. We used to go down to the
waterfront, have a glass of wine and chat about the 'big
picture.— —John Dickson, business professor

,W4

"Every single time we looked at taking a new direction in curriculum,
John always considered whether or not it would be fun. Isn't that a smart
way to do it? There's no point in teaching if you are not going to enjoy it.
He also had a wonderfully dry sense of humor. I remember once he put
together a slide show of a bunch of different mailboxes complete with dialogue. Really, there's nothing funny about a mailbox, but he made it funny.
I was nearly rolling on the floor." —Tom Schillar, business professor

"He had a material influence in improving international
studies at UPS." —Jeffrey Matthews, business professor
[

"He was truly a brilliant man. His experience and knowledge of the
global business economy was simply amazing. He had the ability to understand what his students were interested in and used that to create real
examples that we could relate to. I could tell that he truly loved learning
from his students." —Jacquelyn Lum, senior

"John was kind, thoughtful, and he was always counted on to
make astute observations. He had a wonderful sense of humor and
a strong personality that was only made stronger by his illness. And
he loved teaching. He was a mentor, a friend and an excellent colleague." —Alva Butcher School of Business and Leadership director

CrossCurrents goes vocal with new CD
By Natalie Jones

Features' Writer
CrossCurrents' spoken word CD will
represent the arts out loud.
CrossCurrents, the UPS literary magazine, is moving beyond its traditional
boundaries. Instead of producing a magazine, this semester CrossCurrents will
release a spoken word CD complete with
recordings of written submissions and a
full color booklet of art.
In past years, the anthology was heavily rooted in the English department where
it began. Most of the student editors were
English majors. Today, the magazine still
has an adviser from the English department faculty, but the current
CrossCurrents editor, senior Teri Eastlund,
is an anthropology major. Eastlund maintains a different vision for the literary magazine.
According to Eastlund, the spoken
word CD has been an idea for years but
only now has become a reality.
"I'm not afraid of the (recording) mediurn," Eastlund said. As a musician who has

recorded two CDs, she is familiar with the
process.
Additionally, Eastlund attributed the
spoken word debut to the shifting focus of
the magazine.
"CrossCurrents allows us to expand our
idea of what literary art is," Eastlund said.
Eastlund and the dedicated magazine staff
aim to dismantle artistic and thematic
boundaries by encouraging visual art and
a variety of written submissions.
To achieve this, CrossCurrents has promoted the magazine both within and outside the English Department. The magazine also strives to build a stronger relationship with the Art Department.
"I was surprised that some art majors
did not even know what CrossCurrents
was," Eastlund said. If the artists did
know, Eastlund noted that they hesitated
to submit their work because the magazine
"bastardized" the art by placing it behind
the poems.
With spoken word, the visual and written pieces will speak for themselves. In the
booklet that will accompany the CD, each
piece of visual art will have its own page.

In past years, the art appeared only in
black and white. This time CrossCurrents
will feature art in full color.
Written submissions will be recorded
onto the CD. The text for the poems, stories
and other written submissions will not be
included in the booklet. In previous
CrossCurrents, the printed words revealed
what techniques the writers added or discarded to express themselves.
Eastlund expressed hope that performances of the written submissions would
still reveal the unique characteristicg of
these pieces. Excluding the written text
from the booklet was a matter of cost and
keeping space open for art submissions.
Because the spoken word CD is so different from past CrossCurrents, the submissions process has a few extra steps.
As in the past, students with written
pieces can submit their work over e-mail,
as an attached Microsoft Word document,
to ccr@ups.edu. Students will perform
their pieces live in front of the submissions
committee. At a later date, the writers will
then record at KUPS, which has arranged
recording time for CrossCurrents.

"CrossCurrents allows us
to expand our idea of what
literary art is."
—Teri Eastlund

CrossCurrents Editor

Students who would rather not perform
their work but want to submit their writing can find someone else to perform for
them. CrossCurrents has compiled a list of
students from KUPS and theater arts who
are willing to perform the readings for the
writers.
For art submissions, students can call
the CrossCurrents office at ext. 3291 and
arrange for pickup.
The final product will be a free spoken
word CD and booklet that represent the literary, artistic and performance creativity of
UPS students. As CrossCurrents breaks
tradition, the magazine encourages students who submit to do the same.

Respond: e mail trailfeatures@ups.edu.
-

Got a great sub recipe? Share it with the Trail ! Trail Features will doing a spread on new and better ways to combine SUB foods, and we need your help. Please e-mail your fantastic creations to trailfeatures@ups.edu , so everyone else can give them a try
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Students become entrepreneurs in the Seattle club scene
By Casey Dillon

Features Writer
Sophomores Jared Smith and Charlie
Stanfill have surprisingly similar histories;
they each worked at Abercrombie and
Fitch, grew up in the Pacific Northwest,
moved down South and returned to the
West Coast to study. Now these two
friends have another thing in common:
ALOFT Promotions.
Brought into existence roughly a month
ago and run solely by Smith and Stanfill,
ALOFT Promotions publicizes and organizes electronica and hip-hop events at clubs
in Seattle and Tacoma. The duo talks to
club managers in order to set up a night.
Then they get the word on the street.
Recently they have promoted events at allages The Spot and 21-and-over Shango
Village.
"We pretty much just throw parties,"
Smith said.
Although it may seem like a dream job,
running ALOFT is no bed of roses.
For one, there is no set salary for their
service. Smith and Stanfill are paid by the
number of heads that come in through club
doors on the nights of their events. They

usually make about 25 percent of the total
cover charge. How much they make
depends on how well they promote.
Promoting in Seattle also means making
the drive north on 1-5.
ALOFT began with the support of Tony
Eden, who knew Stanfill originally for his
talent as a DJ and met Smith through
Stanfill. Eden was considering beginning a
club in Tacoma and asked the two if they
would help him get it up and running.
They are currently scouting with him for a
location.
It might seem odd that Eden would
want the help of two college boys, but
Stanfill and Smith both display passion
and dedication for what they do.
Stanfill describes Eden as the type of
person who "won't say anything. He'll just
sit back and see who really wants to do it.
... He respects our dedication and for that
reason has put a lot of faith in us."
Stanfill specializes in the music talent of
ALOFT. He has been working with DJs for
nine years and has been DJing himself for
a year. His trade name is FreQuinsi. Smith
handles the bulk of the organizational
work and recently made the decision to
switch majors from psychology to busi-

ness.
"I changed my major from psychology
to business because I realized this is what I
want to do," Smith said. "I'd like to eventually be in a position where I have a club
under me. It's what I want to do professionally, and this is a beautiful opportunity
for me to work towards my goal."
The two are currently planning a sort of
premier project, Sinful Obsessions. It features electronic and hip-hop music and
will be at Shango Village on Feb. 28.
Stanfill is especially looking forward to
Sinful Obsessions because of the unique
music that will be played.
"It's dope because drum-and-bass
comes from hip-hop but has rarely been
intertwined," Stanfill said.
Although Smith and Stanfill do the bulk
of their work in Seattle, they hope to soon
be able to concentrate on the Tacoma area
and bring the talent and connections they
have made back with them.
"We're making enough ties in Seattle to
break away and promote the south end,"
Stanfill said. "We want all the kids from
Seattle to come throw shows in Tacoma,
because no one throws shows in Tacoma."
Smith described Tacoma as "an

untapped resource." He is enthusiastic
about developing the electronic and hiphop music scenes here.
Tacoma is not devoid of these genres,
however.
Nasira Beck, KUPS Electro-Industrial
Music Director, pointed out that there are
already clubs and other venues that play
electronic music in T-town.
"(A) way to experience electronic music
is at clubs or bars that feature electronic
music, such as Hell's Kitchen on Tuesday
nights, or musical festivals termed 'raves,"
Beck said. "In addition, KUPS features
electronic music Sundays through Fridays
8-10 p.m."
Beck advocated adding to these
resources, however.
"I think starting another club is a good
idea, which I totally support," Beck said.
UPS students will have opportunities to
sample the work of Smith and Stanfill this
month. KUPS will be featuring one of the
DJs they work with as part of a monthly
special guest local DJ feature. Associates of
ALOFT also spin at Beta Theta Pi, Smith's
fraternity, from time to time.

To respond to Casey Dillon's article, please
e-mail trailfeatures@ups.edu.

Advice columnist's sister joins Trail staff to spread family wisdom
Madame Y takes over column as her sister leaves UPS
for a trip to Vienna

hot
ass
diva

By Madame Y

Other Consultant to the Stars
Dear Madame Y,
When I came to college, I left my
boyfriend back at home. Our relationship
is great when we finally get to see each
other, but do you have any tips on keeping
the flame alight even when I'm away?
Sincerely,
Long Distance Lucy
Dear Long Distance Lucy,

Dear Madame Y,
I am planning on staying in Tacoma this
summer and found a wonderful house
with my significant other of two fabulous
weeks. The rent is low, which is great
because then I can support him as he furthers his career as a solo bagpipe artist. My
friends think we are moving too quickly.
What do you think?
Sincerely,
Bagpiper's Booty

even stopped making out long enough to
find out what his favorite color is? Two
weeks of canoodling does not entitle him
to three months of financial support.
Let's analyze.
How many well-off solo bagpipe artists
have you heard of? If the house is so great,
why not find some friend who doesn't play
obnoxious instruments to share it with?
Have you ever been in an inclosed space
with a bagpipe? My advice is to stay well
away. This bagpiper sounds like a player,
and I don't mean of instruments. Suggest
to him that he find, another lady to take
care of him while he- blows the summer
away.

Dear Bagpiper's Booty,
Listen to your friends. Have you two

Madame Y often masquerades as Features
Editor Gillian Lindsay. Don't be fooled by the
blonde highlights.

card and send it to him. If your sexy little
ensemble doesn't get his heart racing, I
guarantee the very breast like-shape of the
Tacoma Dome will keep him going.

Indeed, long distance relationships can
be tough. However, I do have one sneaky
trick up my sleeve to keep him foaming at
the mouth:
Go and grab yourself a "Sleepless in
Tacoma" nightshirt (yes, they exist), shrink
it and cut it into a sexy something you
might find at Victoria's Secret. Don the
outfit with some sexy stilettos and drive
yourself down to the Tacoma Dome, take
your own racy version of a T-town post-

Your
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Honors senior theses swing into season
By Amanda Ohrn

Features Writer
They may not be sculptures or paintings, but the
Honors Senior Thesis presentations are creations in their
own right. These theses — and the students who write
them — have been pushed, pulled and stretched to the
limit to express each student's interests.
Unlike a standard thesis, an Honor's Thesis is usually in
the making for much of the Honors student's upperclassman life. Students are strongly encouraged to begin working on their Honors Thesis in their junior year, chiseling it
to perfection by consulting with faculty members and
coming up with proposals.
"Generally, I would describe an Honors Thesis as a
'thesis plus' compared to many departmental theses," senior Chris Abbott said. "The extra preparation and different
schedule allow you to pursue aspects of your topic, that
time constraints for a standard thesis normally forbid."
Because Honors Thesis work spans more than a year, it
pi is important that the students choose topics they enjoy.
"I would suggest students find a topic they are completely passionate about," senior Heather Donahoe said.
"If I wasn't interested in my topic, I would never have

made it."
Along with a love of their topic, students must also
possess dedication. Requiring an approximately 20-page
draft by the beginning of senior year, the theses encompass research, interviews and close contact with faculty
members.
"I have been working on my thesis for a year and a
half," Donahoe said. "I received two grants from the
University to research. The hope is that we are recognized
scholars of the, topic that we have chosen to research."
All this effort does not mean, however, that the thesis is
a completely uphill battle.
"The presentation itself is fun once it begins," Donahoe
said. "It was a chance for me to share about a topic that I
am passionate about."
The theses are an opportunity for students to explore a
subject of importance to themselves and, most importantly, to share that subject with others.
Like any art show, these pieces of work are on display
for Others to see. According to senior Melissa Powell,
whose Honors Thesis is doubling as a sociology thesis, an
important aspect of an Honors Senior Thesis is communication with an audience.
"In sociology the emphasis is more on my written the-

sis, whereas the Honors Program wants a good public
presentation," Powell said.
The Honors Thesis is not simply another long college
paper; it is a culmination of research, dedication and passion. Many Honors students encourage other campus
members coming to the presentations to share in the
exchange of knowledge.
When asked if seeing an Honors Thesis presentation
would be worthwhile for other students, Powell offered
an unequivocal yes.
"You get to see students speaking about things they
really enjoy," Powell said. "They become experts, are wellread and spark great questions."
Abbott agreed that theses are definitely worth seeing.
"I do think it is worthwhile for all students to drop in
and see what their fellow students are doing," Abbot said.
"Some of the work Puget Sound students produce at the
undergraduate level is truly amazing."
The 18 presentations, which began on Dec. 4 with
Gretchen Koch's "High Temperature Bacterial Mats in
Yellowstone and the Role of Iron: A Model for
Precambrian Life," will wrap up April 9.

To respond to Amanda Ohm's article, e-mail
trailfeatures@ups.edu.

Students 'come- out of broom closet' to help create UPS' Pagan Student Alliance
By DeAnna Schabacker

Features Writer
Students from UPS are a creative
bunch. Not only do they create art, music,
stage productions, poetry and prose, they
also create communities. In fall 2002,
freshmen Jessica Mason and Erica
McGillivray went about creating the Pagan
Student Alliance (PSA).
"We decided that we needed to have a
pagan group on campus," said co-president and co-founder McGillivray. "Jessica
had met a few people who were interested,
and we hung many fliers for an informational meeting about starting a group.
When enough people were interested, we
put it together."
"We went tohtheiCetttet for Spirituality ,
and Justice etAifirtitt-itikkFoYliielAidettP
Mason said. "We told them what we wanted to do and they helped us out. Currently
we're just waiting for final approval from
ASUPS."
So, what is the purpose of the PSA?
"The basic purpose of the PSA is to have
a gathering place for pagans and to answer
any inquires regarding paganism,"
McGillivray said. "I feel that it's good to
have a noticeable pagan presence on campus. Since there is a lot of confusion about
what a pagan is and what a pagan isn't, I
find myself spending quite a lot of time
correcting popular myths about pagans."
Furthermore, the PSA creates a supportive community for pagans in which they

can openly celebrate their beliefs.
"I think for a lot of people it's very liberating to be able to 'come out of the broom
closet," Mason said. "Pagans face a lot of
prejudice, especially in conservative communities. Coming to college and having a
group like this makes people feel like they
can celebrate their beliefs without fear. It
makes me very happy to be starting a community."
Unlike most organized religions,
paganism does not have set rules and regulations, so each pagan has his or her own
ideas about its meaning.
"Not everyone in the group has the
same ideas about paganism," McGillivray
said. "There are mostly practicing (spelldoing) witches in the group, though there
are other varieties as well."
One of the things McGillivray enjoys
most about being a pagan is that other
pagans have a vast knowledge of other
religions. And more than that, everyone
respects everyone else's beliefs.
•
"Paganism is not an organized religion
with rules and bylaws; we don't quibble
over dogma," McGillivray said.
The group of around 15 members has
celebrated holidays together since its
founding. So far this year, they have celebrated Halloween (in the arboretum) and
the winter solstice.
' "We've had celebrations on two sabbats
now, on Halloween (Samhain) and the
winter solstice (Yule)," Mason said.
"Sabbats are Wiccan holidays that occur

Grace Lerner/ASUPS Photo Services

SPELLS IN THE SUB - Freshmen Erica McGillivray and Pearl Crandall discuss business

at the weekly Pagan Student Alliance meeting.

about every six' weeks. There are eight in
the year."
The PSA meets formally at 7 p.m.
Wednesday nights in Wheelock 212, and
they are looking to add to their list of
events.
"We generally have a presentation of an
aspect of paganism for every meeting,"
McGillivray said. "We are planning on
having movie nights and possibly organizing some other campus events."
"We're also planning on doing some
arts and crafts stuff like making dream
catchers," Mason said. "Last semester we
had a talk on runes and a workshop in
astrology charts — Erica headed that one.
This semester we're probably going to do

The Student ConserAssociation is
seeking conservation
4-crew leaders to supervise high school volunteers on 4-5 week
summer programs in spectacular National Parks and
Forests nationwide. Proven
youth leadership, extensive
outdoor experience, and Wilderness First Aid/CPR required. Benefits include:
Qi

stuff on Tarot and palmistry."
"An important purpose of the club is to
stop negative stereotypes of witches and
women," Mason said. "Wicca and paganism are about freedom and, most importantly, love. They're also about self-discovery and trust."
For some good reads on paganism,
Mason suggested "The Spiral Dance" by
Starhawk, "Book of Shadows" by Phyllis
Currot and anything by Scott
Cunningham.
The founders hope that the PSA will
survive on the UPS campus long after their
own graduations.

To reply to DeAnna Schabaker's article, email trailfeatures@ups.edu.
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Not Ready for the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students later, I
don't think anyone knows more about this
test, or how to teach it, than I do. That's
why I still teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help sessions
and five mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question — let
me prove it. Call now for a free seminar:
524-4915

The Steven Klein Company

The Trail is
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writers for the
News and
Features
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Send an e-mail to
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edu to set up an
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Puget Sound takes pair at
home, playoffs still a no-go

Wilson shines on
court for Loggers

By John Dugan

Sports Writer
On a soggy, cold
Valentine's Day, the few people who truly needed a bit of
Cupid's love to shine down
upon them got none of it.
Despite a slick 90-72 win over
George Fox University, the
UPS men's basketball team
was eliminated from playoff
contention Friday night.
"Of course, we all wanted
things to go differently,"
Loggers coach Eric
Bridgeland said. "But these
guys all have so much heart.
These are the greatest guys
I've ever coached."
The Loggers came out firing on all cylinders against
the Bruins, hitting on 62 percent of their first-half shots in
staking a 30-point halftime
lead. Freshman Zach McVey
led the charge with 22 points,
and six different Loggers
scored in double figures.
less V\ ilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services
On Feb. 15 the Loggers
LOGGER PRIDE — Freshman guard Chase Curtiss (above) stepped up
picked up right where they for the injury-depleted Loggers this season. The Loggers continued to show
their pride by posting back-to-back 90-point games in two weekend
left off against George Fox,
blowouts against George Fox and Pacific. Despite the two wins, Puget
handing Pacific University a
90-76 defeat as junior Matt Sound was eliminated from postseason contention.
Glynn dropped 23 points.
"We came up just short on the road so many
Disregarding their playoff elimination, the team
came out on fire, scoring on the first possession and times this year," Bridgeland said. "That's the time
we want to look to our seniors, but we didn't have
never letting the Boxers within nine points after
any out there, ... It wasn't fair to Matt Scarlett. He
that. The Loggers shot 65 percent from the floor (70
percent in the second half), nailed 11 treys and post- only took one class this semester and got a waiver
from the school just to come back and play his last
ed their first back-to-back 90-point game of the seayear, only to lose it on a freak injury (nerve damage
son, quite a performance on Parents Night.
"We haven't beaten Pacific in quite a while," in his neck)."
Scarlett was primed to put the finishing touches
Bridgeland said. "It was very nice to have A.J.
on his career with Puget Sound with a Northwest
(Williams, junior guard) back."
Indeed, the return of Williams, who had missed Conference championship and a chance to play in
most of the season due to injury, was an inspiration the playoffs. Instead he has had to watch from the
bench as his team struggled at times.
to the Loggers, who had been undermanned all seaBridgeland is appreciative of Scarlett's dedicason.
"A.J. was our top recruit, and (senior guard) tion and loyalty to the team and wants to give
Matt Scarlett was a starter. J.D. Hill went down, Scarlett his proper due in tonight's game, which
Ind we suddenly lost three of our top seven guys," doubles as Senior Night, against Pacific Lutheran.
"We're going to start Matt, then call an immedi3ridgeland said.
"We like to play a lot of pressure defense and ate time out and take him out. We owe him that
)ush the ball, and to do that we need numbers," he much," the coach said. "Matt has the biggest heart
ever, and he deserves everything we can give him."
said. "We lose those guys and suddenly our rotaWhile Bridgeland said that the team is psyched
tic n goes from 10 to seven guys. We lost two of our
for the weekend's games against PLU and
three captains before conference even started. And
Willamette — Bridgeland said the team has "unfinA.'. is the best athlete in the league; no one can
ished business" with the Lutes and Bearcats — he is
guard him."
also fully optimistic about the future of Puget
With so many important players down, someone
Sound basketball.
ne 'ded to step up and show something for the
"I've been to six cities in the past week, from
LQ;gers. More than one guy did that for
Southern California to Eastern Washington,"
Bri, igeland.
Bridgeland said. "We've been having 6 a.m. prac' Everyone really raised their game," he said.
tices just so I can make my trips. We're looking at
`'We relied on (freshmen) Zach McVey and Chase
five or six high-profile recruits. We expect to comCur iss to do so much this year, and they did it. We
pete for it all next year. I think we'll be in the top
havf a very bright future."
one or two of the league, and we are all excited
F ven the quick ascension of these freshmen
about getting back out there and proving we're for
couldn't properly fill the void of senior leadership,
real."
how2ver, and the loss of Scarlett's experience (not
Sports Writer John Dugan was not one of the many
to mention his three-point touch) truly hindered the
who stepped up for the Loggers this season.
Loggers.

n

Logger sports on tap.
Men's Tennis:

Today: against PLU at Memorial
Fieldhouse — 6 p.m
Saturday: the regular season wraps up
at Willamette — 6 p.m.

Today: against PLU at Memoria l
Fieldhouse — 3:30 p.m.
Sunday: against Pacific University at
Memorial Fieldhouse — 3:30 p.m.

Mei .'s Basketball:

Baseball:

T might: against FLU at Memorial
Fit Id iouse — 8 p.m.
Sa :urday: the regular season wraps up
at 1. Vi .lamette — 6 p.m.

Women's Tennis:
Sunday: against Pacific University at
Mem( rial Fieldhouse — 10 a.m.

Saturday: against PLU at the baseball
field — noon
Sunday: against PLU at PLU —1 p.m.
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When Lucy Wilson transferred to the University of
Puget Sound two years ago,
the Loggers gained an outstanding rebounder with a
nice touch around the basket.
More importantly, the 5-foot9-inch forward from
Wenatchee Valley College
brought the work ethic and
leadership that has helped the
Loggers remain one of the best
teams in the Northwest
Conference.
"She plays with a great deal
of heart and emotion, and our
young players follow that,"
Coach Suzy Barcomb said.
It took Wilson a while to get
adjusted to her new team.
Despite being a junior, Wilson
did not feel overly comfortable
being a leader last year
because she was new to the
school. This year, by request of
the coach, Wilson finds herself
one of the team's captains.
"I definitely have a leadership role being a senior and
having a lot of experience,"
Wilson said.
Her ability to lead is
increasingly important as this
year's team makes a playoff
push with only two seniors.
"She brings a level of calmness," Barcomb said.
Wilson has enjoyed the
challenges that she finds in her
new leadership role. She
works hard at keeping relationships with other players.
"(I'm proud of) my communication with everyone,
both on and off the court,"
Wilson said.
Wilson has adjusted well to
her new role on the team and
her confidence has improved
this season, according to
Barcomb.
"She was a little tentative
last year to score for us, but
this year she realizes she has to
step up," Barcomb said
Without a doubt, Wilson
has stepped up this season.
Her statistics show a dramatic
increase over last year. She has
increased her scoring output,
10.7 ppg this year compared to
7.3 last year, her rebounding is
also up, 7.3 rpg compared to
4.7 rpg a year ago The biggest
adjustment has come in her
outside shooting. The Loggers
work a lot more on shooting
than Wenatchee Valley did,

a great deal
heart and .en10.;
In.

— Suzy
orrib,
Head Co ach
and Wilson's shot has seen a
marked improvement. Last
year Wilson shot 33 percent
from behind the three-point
line, while this year she leads
the team, connecting on 41
percent of her three-pointers.
Wilson is no slouch on the
defensive end either. Wilson
often guards the other team's
best post player. Despite being
occasionally undersized,
Wilson's tenacity allows her to
out-rebound stronger players.
Both Wilson and Barcomb see
rebounding as one of the most
important parts of her game.
With her ability to score,
rebound and defend, Wilson
finds success wherever she
plays. She has earned several
awards since she first began
playing basketball in her
hometown of Republic, Wash.,
three hours north of Spokane.
At Wenatchee Valley College,
where she spent two years,
Wilson earned all-league honors. She also received allleague honors at Republic
High School.
Even with her individual
success, Wilson remains
focused on the team's goals
and seems more willing to talk
about group accompli
.
than personal accoladeS„
ferocious, play on the cot rt
countered by a quiet,
first demeanor oft*c
t
When asked abort gbat
she set for the season, she
responded with the team's
goals.
"We decided that we
weren't ever going to get
swept during a weekend or a
tournament," Wilson said.
"This year especially, we've
been able to beat teams we
haven't in the past."
Her team-first, positive attitude doesn't escape the eye of
the coach. "She's an incredibly
delightful young woman,"
Barcomb said. "People don't
realize how humble she is."
Logan Dancey is the assistant
sports editor.

*****************
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Women's Basketball:

By Logan Dancey
Assistant Sports Editor
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Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

REE T-SHIRT
first class is five

* We Can Beat
Your Aerobics Class *
*
Aerobic Kickboxing •• Full Contact •• Weights

Skiing:
through Sunday: USCSA
Today
Regional Championship at Bogus Basin,
Idaho

3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

(253) 759-4262

*******************
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Michael Jackson and Michael
Jordan: proving MJs don't age well
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor
40!
He's 40, middle-aged, over
the hill.
Michael Jordan turned 40 on
Monday. Wow, how time flies.
It seems like just yesterday that Mike was shilling
Gatorade, dunking over Magic and balling with
Bugs. I still vividly remember the sorrow of his first
retirement, the embarrassment of watching him try
to hit a mediocre minor league curveball and the
vindication of watching him restore the Bulls to top
dog in the NBA. Today, he's relegated to the role of
novelty act on All-Star Weekend.
How quickly the star fades.
I think I speak for all-merciful NBA fans throughout the country when I say that hopefully this third
retirement will be MJ's last. What else does he have
to accomplish? He has six championships, five regular season and six Finals MVPs. He's been voted
first team All-Defense nine times and even
Defensive Player of the Year in 1988. Hell, he's
already even had the midlife crisis of every man's
dream, playing professional baseball for a summer.
He has proven to himself and the country that he
isn't the Michael everyone knows. Even the greatest
lose their touch. Even the greatest become average.
It's just painful watching him flounder, running

around the court and looking
human.
from
HUMAN!
the
This was never supposed to
happen. He was supposed to
bullpen
lead the Bulls to their fourth
straight championship in 1994,
not retire and fail at baseball.
He was supposed to retire and ride off into the sunset after his second three-peat, after he had schooled
the Jazz and Bryon Russell in 1998. That was the
perfect ending, but of course he couldn't leave well
enough alone.
It was great to see him come back to the NBA
again, to the game that needed him so badly, but this
time in an ownership role. There wasn't too much
that was magical about the Washington Wizards
until they became Michael's team, and unfortunately he wasn't patient enough to wait for the magic to
come.
Now we're stuck watching the entire Eastern
Conference squad force him the ball during the AllStar Game. We're stuck watching him badly miss his
first six shots. We're stuck watching him miss
layups and dunks. Michael missing a dunk? That's
like Superman forgetting how to fly, or like
President Bush sounding smart. It just doesn't happen. It can't.
So we watch, praying that any moment he'll
regain that Michael magic that we're still accustomed to, not so much because we're greedy and
selfish (we are, but that's not the point), but because
we feel bad for him. The problem is that he rarely is
able to reclaim that magic, and the more time passes, the less frequently he will be able to. But then,
just when we've written him off, he does something
that makes our jaw drop again.
Just like at the All-Star Game. There's 4.2 seconds
left in the first overtime; Shawn Marion, the Human
Pogo Stick, is guarding him; and he's only made
about a third of his shots during the game. Still, he's
able to drain an impossible turnaround jumper from
just inside the three-point line while fading away
out of bounds. The game-winning shot in overtime—sounds like the perfect ending, right? But it
wasn't meant to be. Kobe Bryant sinks two free
throws at the other end and the West dominates the
second overtime to win by 10.
Is this what Superman looked like at 40?
,

photo courtesy espn.com

A RARE GLIMPSE

Jordan was able to recapture
some magic for a brief second at the All-Star game.
—

Sports Editor Doug Sprague finally feels like he can be
like Mike and embarrass himself as a gimmick of the
All-Star Game.

Tiger still runs this three-ring
circus, but here comes Annika
By David Stein

Sports Copy Editor
Great athletes will have
great performances. When
there is adversity, they will rise
to the occasion and many
times exceed expectations.
Michael Jordan scored over 30
points while sick with the flu in
the NBA Finals a few years ago.
Mark McGwire managed to hit
an average of just over 30 home
runs in his final two seasons
despite missing considerable
time with back problems. Tiger
Woods stormed back from knee
surgery to dominate the field at
his first tournament.
Woods' dominance was just
one piece of a hectic week that
included a public debate about
his golf clubs. In a move that not
only irked Tiger but also Nike,
Phil Mickelson, ranked third
worldwide, criticized Woods'
equipment by saying that he's the
only player "good enough to
overcome the equipment he's
stuck with," as quoted on
espn.com. Woods played the professional card and waited to talk
with Mickelson before passing
judgment on his comments.
This little piece of news is
more than the world of golf normally has the opportunity to deal
with, but this was a special week.

beyond
the
arc
Woods won his first tournament of the year following the
aforementioned knee surgery.
Most impressive was that no one
was able to challenge him during
the final round of play; the highly
anticipated duel between Woods
and Mickelson never materialized. Even though Woods' victory might be a hot story for another couple of days, there will be
other weekends with much more
significance in the coming
months, so let's look ahead.
The Accenture Match Play
Championship looks like a great
chance for the two best players,
Woods and Ernie Els, to meet, but
who knows if both will survive
the unpredictable event.
April will be full of excitement
as Martha Burk, head of the
National Council of Women's
Organizations, and Hootie
Johnson, Augusta National's
chairman, go head-to-head, while
some golfers play a little tournament called The Masters.
Anticipate some fireworks as
Johnson maintains his firm stance

about keeping women out of
Augusta National's membership. While you're at it, enjoy
the abundance of commercialfree programming as a result of
Augusta dropping all of its
sponsors to allow them to avoid
Burk's bashing. This Masters
looks to be a classic; too bad it
won't be on the course.
Now for the grand finale —
Annika. For anyone who pays
attention to sports, this has been a
very popular name for the past
few weeks. Annika Sorenstam,
one of the best players in LPGA
history, has received and accepted an invite to the Colonial. The
Colonial is a PGA Tour event
with one of the shorter courses on
tour, and Sorenstam feels that she
has a chance to compete. There
has been significant controversy
over allowing a woman to compete on the men's tour, speculation as to how she will fare and
public comments, most notably
by Woods and Mickelson, concerning whether this is a good
thing for women's golf. Expect a
good performance. If Sorenstam
can be competitive, all the better
for Suzy Whaley when she hits
the links at the Greater Hartford
Open.

Copy Editor David Stein would
not be good for women's golf either.
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Slow-footed dinosaurs and
thugs are ruining the NBA
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer
The end is near.
The end of what? you
might ask.
Pro basketball, I say.
Professional basketball as we know it is soon going
to go the way of the dodo bird,
and I say good riddance.
Professional basketball has
grown obscenely boring since
the departure of Larry Bird and
Magic Johnson.
A couple of years ago, when
I still loved pro basketball, I was
watching some on TV, and a
friend of mine said, "You only
have to watch the last five minutes and catch the dunks on
Sportscenter." "Why?" I asked,
dumbfounded. "The rest is so
boring," he answered. I disagreed with him then, but now I
wholly endorse his theory: pro
basketball sucks.
I would like to emphasize
that I am only criticizing pro
basketball. College basketball is
still one of the greatest institutions we keep alive in America,
along with hot dogs and beer at
the ballpark on a hot afternoon.
But I'll get into the specifics of
comparisons as we go on.
My number one problem
with the pro game actually has
a face and name. Some call him
the greatest player in the
league; I call him the biggest
muscle to ever disgrace a basketball court: Shaquille O'Neal.
Shaq really doesn't play basketball anymore. When he came
into the league, he actually had
some post moves and a nice
spin-around dunk. He was
huge and he could still jump, so
he was just more athletic than
the rest of the centers he
matched up against. But with
Shaq's move to L.A., he has
picked up a new sport: hockey
on wood. Shaq uses his excessive bulk to shove, push and
beat players out of the way on
his path to the basket. I'll grant
that Shaq is the most athletic
seven-footer ever (Bill Russell
was listed at 6'-10"), but he just
uses muscle, not his athletic
ability.
The problem across the
league is that teams believe that
is the way to go. Throw it down
to the post, have them make
some moves, then wait for the
double team and throw the ball
out to the perimeter to have the
guards make a shot.

This is boring basketball!
This style of basketball is
why the attendance is down.
This style of basketball is why
no one watches games on TV
anymore. Teams that don't play
this style are drawing attendance and getting excellent TV
ratings. Teams that don't play
this style are winning. The New
Jersey Nets in the East lead their
division. The Dallas Mavericks
and the Sacramento Kings, who
also both lead their divisions,
employ up-tempo, high-flying
offensive teams that win and
bring fans to the games.
The Kings in particular
employ a high-flying, beautifully crafted passing scheme that
was brought there by Jason
Williams, claimed as his own by
team leader Chris Webber and
rebuilt by the Foreign Flopper,
Vlade Divac. The offense sur-

cat
speaks
out
vived when Jason Williams was
lost to the hellhole of Memphis
and the Kings brought in Mike
Bibby, a truly amazing point
guard. The Kings only got better. Not only do the Kings have
an amazing passing scheme,
they have two other foreign
born players who really know
how to play basketball: Hedo
Turkoglu and Peja Stojakovic.
Where is it that we normally
see a beautiful passing game,
the artistic movement of players
running off screens, not just
standing outside the three-point
line like they forgot their shoes?
Oh yeah, now I remember: college basketball!
I was watching TV and the
Air Force Academy was playing
the University of Wyoming
(hardly an important or attention-drawing match-up). But
the game was very exciting and
interesting to watch because of
the brilliant passing and cutting
towards the basket by the
Academy (the fact that my
roommate had locked me out of
my room had nothing to do
with the fact that I was watching TV). Air Force does not have
a player over 6'-7", and I don't
know if any of them can even
dunk because I never saw any
of them try. But the Air Force
players will never make it to the
NBA because they aren't athletic enough.
Another major problem I
have with the pro game is the
hoodlum that has grown into it.
The role models are drug dealers and wife beaters. And then
there's just Allen Iverson playing basketball.
He is a massive ball hog, but
he shouldn't be. Iverson is
shooting 40 percent for the season, a horrible number for a
man who puts up 24 shots a
game. He shoots at the wrong
time, not letting his teammates
get him better shots, not allowing them to attempt to create
shots for themselves.
I would critique Kobe Bryant
of the Lakers, but I can't. I think
he is the best player in pro basketball, and by far the most
exciting. If Shaquille O'Neal
would simply get out of the
way, I think the Lakers would
develop into an unstoppable
machine.
So that's why pro basketball
is dying. There is so little left to
like about it. Pro basketball will
soon turn to foreign players as
the new leaders of the game.
Just last year, the Mavericks
started a game with all five
starters born in different countries. The influx of foreign players is leading the NBA on a
transition to more skill and
speed that the Shaquille
O'Neals and Pat Rileys of the
world are forestalling.
The league is dying from
Americanization; we need the
outside influence.
I just can't wait until we get a
foreign-born coach winning an
NBA title.

Matt Stevens isn't so willing to
criticize Aristotle to his face.
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Seven straight for women!
By Kevin Ford

Sports Writer
The women swimmers left
no doubt about who dominated
the Northwest Conference by
coolly winning an unprecedented seventh straight league
championship Feb. 16 at the
Linfield Aquatics Center. The
Whitworth men, who have won
two of the last three conference
titles, regained the NWC championship from the UPS men.
Led by freshman co-swimmer of the year Breanna Trygg,
the Loggers scored 785 points.
That was more than enough to
outdistance second-place
Linfield, which finished with
562. The Wildcats stepped up to
the second spot after three consecutive years of third-place
showings.
Trygg, who shared the
women's top honor with senior
Kristen Satterfield of
Whitworth, won the 50 freestyle
as well as the 100 and 200 backstrokes. Trygg's time of 2:06.28
in the 200 backstroke established a new conference-meet
record, shattering the old mark
of 2:10.06 set by Linfield's Beth
Slaughter in 1995. Satterfield
was crowned conference champion in 100, 200 and 500
freestyle events. But that wasn't
enough to challenge the
Loggers' talented squad.
Sophomore Michele Rennie
of UPS set the day's fourth meet
record in the 200 breaststroke
with a time of 2:24.72. That surpassed the previous best of
2:25.88 set in 2000 by teammate
senior Amanda Didier. In the
200 freestyle relay, the UPS
combination of Amanda Didier,
Trygg and sophomores Desiree
Didier and Shelley Cook beat
Linfield by three seconds.
Cook summed up the day
for the Loggers. "Our goal was
to race hard, set personal
records and win," she said.
The swimmers did just that
in a typical race for the Loggers.
They swam to their potential,
which turned out to be more
than the competing squads.
"Everyone swam boldly,"
senior Kristina Haley said.
For an unprecedented seventh straight year, bold was

good enough for first place.
Unfortunately for the men,
Whitworth dominated the
championships. Their 876
points easily defeated runnerup Puget Sound's 635. PLU finished in third.
Whitworth teammates Ryan
Freeman and Kevin Wang split
the men's swimmer of the year
award. Freeman claimed the
top spot in the 100 and 200
backstrokes and added another
title in the 200 individual medley. Wang won the 500 freestyle,
400 IM and the 1,650 freestyle,
an event in which he swam a
meet-record time of 15:47.19,
breaking his own standard of
16:02.69 set in 2002. Freeman
also set a conference-meet
record Sunday, racing to a
1:51.91 finish in the 200 backstroke, breaking the old standard of 1:52.72 set by UPS's
Lance Craig in 1998.
The Loggers hoped to jump
ahead of the Whitworth squad,
but Freeman and Wang were
too much. When the schools
met earlier in the season,
Whitworth won 147-57.
Sophomore Thomas Ciesielski
described the team's outlook.
"We swam well. We weren't
swimming for second place, but
we knew Whitworth was
strong," Ciesielski said.
Seniors Eric Camacho, Brian
Cunningham, Kristina Haley
and Emily Cares will graduate
and be missed next season by
the teams.
"We're losing some good
seniors," sophomore Lorna
Shanks said.
Cook, already looking forward to an eighth title, added,
"In the spring season hopefully
we'll get some good recruits
and defend our title."
UPS's Chris Myhre shared
the women's conference coach
of the year award with the
coaches of Linfield and Lewis &
Clark.
Although the women won
their title, the season isn't over
for everyone. Trygg, Amanda
Didier and Rennie have already
qualified for the NCAA
championships March 13-15 in
Atlanta, Ga.

Sports Writer Kevin Ford wants
never to be seen in a Speedo.
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Postseason dreams t
still alive for UPS
By Denise Marks

Sports Writer
With only two games remaining in the regular season, the
hunt for a playoff spot is even
more intense for the UPS
women's basketball team. Puget
Sound (17-6 overall, 10-4
Northwest Conference) currently
holds the crucial third-place spot
in the NWC, with only the top
three teams advancing to the
conference tournament.
The Loggers are one game
behind both Pacific Lutheran (176, 11-3) and Whitworth (17-6, 113) and are hoping to maintain a
playoff spot and possibly move
up in the standings with a couple
of wins this weekend. "We are
not in the playoffs yet," head
coach Suzy Barcomb said. "It's
very much up in the air."
UPS hosts rival PLU tonight
at 6 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and
then travels to Willamette on
Saturday. In their last meeting,
the Lutes squeaked past the
Loggers 64-62 in overtime. Puget
Sound is ready to avenge that _
loss and secure a playoff spot
with a win.
"It's a huge game," sophoJess Wilkerson/ ASUPS Photo Services
more forward Lindsay May said.
IN CONTROL — Senior Allison McCurdy and her Logger teammates
"They're the top defensive team
control their own destiny for a postseason birth_ Thanks to wins over
in the league and we're the top
offensive team, so it will be a George Fox and Pacific, the Loggers maintained their third place spot in
the NWC. Loggers host rival Pacific Lutheran tonight in a battle for secvery interesting game."
"It will be a physical ball ond place.
game," Barcomb said. "It will
WSJ
LLIgL E.t,
mattered MgE•
was that we won, May
"All that realty mattered
come down to defense, and whoever has the best
said.
shooting percentage."
On Feb. 15 UPS faced Pacific University. Puget
Puget Sound maintained its third-place ranking
Sound led for three quarters of the game and had a
with a home sweep last weekend against George
Fox University and Pacific University. Going into five-point halftime lead. Leading by three with
eight minutes remaining, the Loggers outscored the
last weekend's games, the Loggers knew that they
had to win both in order to contend for a playoff Boxers 28-19 to earn the 76-64 victory.
Freshman guard Kilty Keaton finished with 20
spot. "They were must wins," Barcomb said.
"We knew we had to win going into Friday's points, including eight free throws in the final mingame," May said. "We were going to do whatever it utes. May had 17 points and 10 rebounds. Junior
guard Jennifer McLuen had 11 points and 6 boards.
took to win."
UPS started the weekend on Feb. 14 against the Wilson and McCurdy each added 10 points.
As a team, the Loggers shot 54 percent from the
George Fox Bruins. Despite only shooting 29 percent from the floor and being outrebounded 39-43, field and remained the best free-throw shooting
the Loggers came from behind to win by three, 56- team in the conference, shooting 85.7 percent on 1821 for the night.
53.
Feb. 15 was the 17th annual celebration of
Senior forward Lucy Wilson scored the last seven
points for Puget Sound, finishing with 22 points on National Girls and Women in Sports Day.
6-10 shooting including 4-5 from behind the arc. Admission was free to the women's basketball
Wilson was a perfect 6-6 from the free throw line, game. At halftime, all of the UPS women's sports
teams were honored, and history professor Nancy
pulled down 10 rebounds and had three assists.
Although it was not the prettiest basketball the Bristow was given the Award for Individuals in
Loggers have played, they were happy with the Support of Logger Women's Athletics.
Sports Writer Denise Marks is humbled by Lucy
win. "We did the things we needed to in order to
Wilson's humbleness.
win," senior guard Allison McCurdy said.

*** $1 CORONAS EVERY DAY 7PM - 10PM***
a Feb 21
JUMBALASSY S ALEX DUNCAN (Reggae)
9.15 pm $10/$5 with student ID
WIN A K-2 SNOWBOARDI

Saturday. Feb 22
Michael Burks (Blues) 9:15 pm $10

Sunday. Feb 23
Candye Kane (Jump Blues) 6 pm $8
Combustion Collective (Improv Jazz) 9pm No cover

Tuesday. Feb 18

logger of the week
Breanna Trygg
Swimming
NWC co-swimmer of the year

$2.50 Pitchers 8pm-10pm

Wednesday. Feb 19
College Night: Jimmy Thackery & the brivers (Slues
7pm $10/$5 with Student ID
Win if tickets, lodging, or a snowboa-cil

BRING THIS AD IN WITH YOUR STUDENT ID
AND GET $2 OFF THE COVER CHARGE!

Trygg, a freshman, helped lead the Loggers to their seventh straight NWC championship
by winning the 50 freestyle and the 100 and 200 backstroke at the NWC meet at Linfield
Feb. 14-16. Her next meet will be the NCAA Championships in Atlanta, Ga. March 14-16.
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